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FILINGS TAR PROGRAM GOES

CORPORATION

UGH LIGHT VOTE

The canvassing board iias completed (By Special Leased Wire to TCew Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Dec. 12. The
Rio Arriba county and was at work Republican National
Committee , in
ttis afternoon on Roosevelt county, session here today, ratified the
which had been arranged in adin which two precincts held no election. It is certain that the Judges are vance for its deliberations.
The national convention to nomin
running a very close race and by presate
candidates for president and vice
cansuccessful
ent appearances, the
president, will be held In Chicago, bereceivwho
J.
C.
are
Roberts,
didates
ginning Tuesday, June 18. The vote
ed In the counties up to and including in favor of Chicago was overwhelmcount
official
on
the
Rio Arriba county,
ing, the ballot showing:
15,382; Frank W. Parker 15,362;' and
42
R. H. Hanna, 18,385. E. R. Wright has Chicago
7
Denver
and
18310,
Burkhart
Summers
15,326,
1
Louis
St.
to
these
for
adding
W. A. Dunn 18, 235,
3
Absent
from
much
figures which do not vary
Cecil Lyon for St.' Louis.
the unofficial figures previously pub
St. Louis formally withdrew from
lished, the unofficial figures for the
contest before the voting began,
the
six
the
from
Roosevelt, on,
counties
but Colonel Cecil Lyon of Texas, incandidates stand as follows:
for that
29,439 sisted on casting his ballot
C. J. Roberts
city.
29,374
P. W. Parker
The form of the call for delegates
.29,332
R. H. Hanna
F-- R. Wright
29,304 to the national convention, including
29,228 the disposition of the troublesome
Summers Burkhart
29,175 presidential preference primary quesW. A.' Dunn
A gain of 29 votes would elect tion, was still in the hands of a spewhen the national
Wright, while on the other hand, a cial
gain of 105 votes would elect Bui khart committee recessed.
Taft Program Goes Through.
instead of Hanna. Such gains, howCharles D. Hilles, secretary to the
ever, are not looked for.
The same calculations give McDon- president, and manager of the Taft
committee
ald 30,701 votes; Bursom 27,859; Cur- forces, was about the
ry 29,926; Elfego Baca 28,512; H. B rooms during the session and was
gratified to see the Taft program go
Fergusson 29,836; Paz Valverde
o
through without change.
W. G. Sargent 29,273; Frank
Colonel Harry S. New, of Indiana,
28,954; R. P. Ervien 29,528; J.
was appointed to head the committee
L. Emerson 29,008.
Mr.
An error in the printing of the name on convention arrangements, as
of S. L. Owen, Democratic candidate Hilles had Insisted last night in his
conferences with Postmaster General
for corporation
commissioner, has Hitchcock and
others, who were said
probably resulted In the defeat of
be opposed to the Indiana committhat gentleman and the election of G. to
H. Van Stone, the progressive Re- teeman.
failed to put
publican or George W. Armljo, the in When Mr. Hitchcock
an appearance at the committee,
lowest Republican candidate.
was laughingly made
In McKinley and Luna counties the suggestion
been "steam rolled."
had
that
he
Mr. Owen's name was printed as
Taft Dictated.
"Sol" Owen, and the board has ruled
The Taft forces also dictated the
that these votes cannot be counted for
"S. It." Owen. The Democratic at entire membership of the arrangewhich was intorneys have made exception to the ments committee,
to seven, instead of the usutrilling, but it is the general opinion creased
ol Jawyers that it will stand.' If the al five and is eomposeu as follows:
New, Indiana; Voryes, Ohio;
decision of the board is correct;
i
Kansas; Murphy, New Jersey;
will cost Mr. Owen 800 votes and
Williams, Oregon, Rosewater, Nebprobably the election.
raska; and Duncan, North Carolina.
Notary Public
Chicago and Denver were the only
Joseph M. Manes of Causey, Roose- cites ' formally to put in a claim for
velt county was yesterday appointed the convention.
St. Louis withdrew
a notary public by Governor William and
Cincinnati, Baltimore and BufJ. Mills.
falo, expected candidates, were not
Official Transfer..
beard from.
Luna Voted for Chicago.
J. E. Hestand of Owensboro, Ky.,
Former Governor Buchtel of Colohas been transferred to the Internal
Revenue service here as deputy col- rado spoke tor 'Denver. Former Replector with field duties. He takes resentative Lowden, and Frank W.
the place of O. M. Felix transferred Upham presented Chicago's invitaa month ago to Atlanta, Georgia.
tion, the latter declaring that the people of Chicago would entertain the
Receipts of Territorial Treasurer.
delegates as royaly as ever. , NationThe following sums of money were al
Solomon Luna,
received in the office of the treasurer from Committeeman
New Mexico, voted for Chicago,
o the territory yesterday:
Cleofes
which was Taft's choice.
Romero, superintendent of the terriDenver's seven votes were oast by
torial penitentiary, convict earnings,
committeemen from Colorado,
the
$505.15; Jose E. Torres, treasurer of West
Virginia, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming,
Socorro county, $6,594.39; Chris
treasurer of Luna county, $8614.-69- ; Hawaii and the Philippines.
Arizona Absent.
Gregory Page, treasurer of McLouis got the Texas vote. The
St.
Kinley county, $5,549.15; B. G. Reaof North Dakota, Ari
gan, treasurer of Roosevelt county, representatives
and Nevada were absent and
zona,
treasurer
of
$2,102.48; Jackson Agee,
all the rest.
Grant county, $1399.20; B. C. Hernan- Chicago got
a phase of the atti
Ag
dez, treasurer of Rio Arriba county, tude ofindicating
the committee, its decision to
.
treas-Alexander
$1,670.19;
Sandoval,
urer of Sandoval county, $1,554.41; call for the selection of delegates
from the District of Columbia, at a
W. H. Merchant, treasurer of Eddy
election, was of unusual in
county, $3,278.20; C. A. Browning, primary
the
treasurer of Curry county, $3,044.61; terest. The committee approved
the executive committee' in
Celso Lopez, treasurer of Santa action of
a subcommittee to take
Fe county, $5,922.80; John Joerns, appointing
in hand the preparations of a call for
bank examiner, bank examination
indicating the method in
fees, $25.00; Thomas P. Gable, game delegates,
which they were to be chosen, etc.
and fish warden, game protection
This committee consisted of Messrs
fund, $91.75.
Borah, Idaho; Ward, New .York;
Incorporation.
Cahers, South Carolina; Lowden, Il
A charter was granted yesterday linois ana Kose water,. in eDrasKa.
to the Uracca Land and Water Cora
Hitchcock's Resignation Accepted.
The committee formally accepted
pany of Cimarron, Colfax county. In
the petition the company asked to do the designation of Frank T. Hitch- a
general real estate and , develop- cock, as chairman. The resignation
ment business. The capital stock is was dated March 5, 1909, and was efA rising vote
$1,000,000, divided into 10,000 shares, fective April 1, 1909.
worth at par $100 each. Two thou- of thanks was tendered Mr. Hitch
sand dollars was; subscribed and paid cock for his services.
Hill Temporary Chairman.
into the treasury. The incorporators,
Former Governor John F. Hill of
the amount of stock subscribed by
each and their address are as fol Maine, then was elected chairman to
serve until the national committee
lows:
Christopher N. : Blackwell, Raton, nominates and a new committee is
pro-gra-

28,-31-

Del-gad-

Mul-van- e,

;

Rai-the-

l,

.

-

;

v.-

-

one share. George H. Webster, Jr.,
Willam
Cimarron, sixteen shares.
C. Hoffman, Cimarron, one share. Ar
thur J.. Ladd, Cimarron, one share.
one
isawiB y. Crampton, Raton,
share.
The Clark Land and Development
Company
incorporated under the
laws of Nebraska, yesterday filed a
copy of their charter ;: with the secretary of the territory, Nathan Jaffa,
They wish to maintain an office at
Red Bluff, New Mexico, under the
charge of their authorised . agent
Richard W. Coad, and to buy, sell
and develop agricultural lands. Their
capital stock is placed at $50,000, div
ided Into 500 shares with a par value
of f 100.00 each.
.
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;

-
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IS BEING POLLED MISSISSIPPI SENATORS

Augurs Well For His Unanimous While Democrats Have AdvanRenomination and Election
tage, Republicans Hopeful
in 1912.
of Success.

Canvassers Will Have Completed Roosevelt County by
This Evening

selected.

,

Borah Protests.
This was all, according to the preThere was a
arranged schedule.
brief threat of an upset when Senator Borah of Idaho protested against
the perfunctory approval of "A newspaper list," when Mr. Lowden of
called for the naming of the
committee on arrangements with
Colonel New as chairman. Mr. Borah
said he thought the members of the
committee should be elected by the
national committee and not chosen
on the outside.
Senator Crane of Massachusetts
moved that the chairman appoint the
committee. Mr. Lowden suggested

'

(Continued
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But Parker, Roberts and Republican Hosts Will Gath Will" Eliminate Recall of House Committee Favors the National Wool Growers'
sociation Is Drawing
er There on June 18,
Hanna Seem to Be
Judges Today, Will Put
Abrogation of Treaty
With Russia
Next Year
It Back Next Year
Chosen Ones
Many Delegates

10

NO.

"

on Page Five.)

CLASH FINE EXHIBITS

New York Representative
nounces Plan to Pension
All Veterans.

i

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

anti-trus-

'

togas.
Campaign managers for George W.
P. Hunt; of Globe, former president
of the constitutional convention and
Democratic candidate for governor,
declared he had a long lead over
Judge Edward Wells of Prescott, the
Republican nominee.
Arizona is Insincere.
Tfhe judiciary . recall, a . feature ol
the constitution framed by the Demo
cratic constitutional, convention will
be eliminated at the election today.
President Taft in consenting to the admission of Arizona having made that
a condition prerequisite to statehood.
It is said by leaders of both sides,
however, that just as soon as Arizona
is safely installed in the sisterhood
of states, steps will be taken to put
the recall of judges back into the

constitution.

BIG RAILRC ADS DIVIDE
$2,000,000 PASSENGER

FARES.

Through Car Service Over Burling
ton, Rock Island and South
ern Pacific to Coast.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Dec. 12. The dispute

between Southern Pacific roads and
th Rock Island & Chicago Burlington lines over the division of passenger fares between Ogden, Utah, and
San Francisco, has been compromised, according to announcement made
here.
It was also announced that through
car service on bbth the Burlington
and Rock Island, via the Southern
Pacific, Western Pacific and San
Los Angeles lnd Salt Lake lines
west of Salt Lake City and Ogden
will be resumed at once.
The compromise also will result in
the distribution among the roads affected of about $2,000,000 in passenger fares that has been held up pending an adjustment of the matter.

RESCUED

Party Received by Chief Executive
... of Keystone 8tate and Post
master 8tackpole.
.

xu4

Wire to New Mexican
Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 12 The western governors were the guests of the
city today and Immediately on their
arrival at- noon began a program of
(Bv Special

sight-seein-

g

and entertainment

that

will last until midnight when the
party will leave for Pittsburg.
The party was received by a committee headed by Governor Tener

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Omaha, Neb, Dec. 12. With a reduced railroad rate of two cents a
mile in all directions for the delegates to the National Wool Grower3
Association, which will open in three
days session in Omaha on Thursday
morning, members are coming from
all sections.
S. W. McClure, national secretary,
came in from Gooding, Idaho, this
He will be followed by
morning.
Frank R. Gooding, former governor
Senator
of Idaho, tomorrow, while
Borah of Idaho, and Frang G. Hagen-bartare expected Thursday morning.
The first shipment of sheep, arriv
ed Monday
afternoon from East
Shoreham, Vermont, E. N. Bissel ol
East Shoreham has a flock of ten
prize winning Merinos.
A flock of ten Dartmoors, the onl5
representatives of this breed in the
United States or Canada, will arrive
late Tuesday evening.
These are the property of the University of Wyoming which recently
purchased them in Forest, Ontario.
The Wyoming delegation of sheep
men will arrive Thursday morning
from Cheyenne, where the state convention is being held.
A special train has been chartered
for the 300 or more delegates.
The Idaho delegation will also come
In a special train. This representation
will propose some radical changes In
the present constitution. Idaho also
casts covetous eyes on either the
presidency or the secretaryship and
threatens to dislodge some ono from
his present position.
More than 700 sheep will be on exhibition at the sheep show, making it
the largest affair of its kind ever held
in the west.

MINERS

INSANE

ings at Briceville
A

CORPSE-STREW-

CHAMBER

N

Thirty Bodies Have Been Re
moved From
Tennessee Property .
Ill-Fat-

AMERICAN TRADE IN
MEXICO TO GROW.
On

the Eve of Tremendous Development is Prediction of Consul ..,
General Shanklln.

ed

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Briceville, Tenn., Dec. 12. Spurred
on by last night's discovery of sur
vivors of. Saturday's dust blast In the
Cross mountain coal mine, fresh rescue squads went into the cross entries
this morning, hacking and digging
with redoubled energy. Their only re
ward, however, was the discovery of
a corpse-strewchamber, far back in
the mine. At 11 o'clock, 30 bodies
had been removed.
Stricken mad, probably
ed by their plight, two miners, who
had been with the party rescued last
night, are now dashing wildly in and
out of channels in the far recesses
of the mine.
n

fear-Insp-

and Postmaster Stackpole and escort
ed from the station to the Board of
Trade in automobiles accompanied
by the Carlisle Indian band.
NAKED MAN JUMPS FROM
The governors stopped at Lancas
MA80NIC TEMPLE.
ter, Pa., for two hours on their way
here from New York.
Dashed to Death and In Falling Seri-

ously Injures a Man at Cigar
BICYCLISTS COVER 783
8tand.
MILES IN 38 HOUR8. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
A
man Who
Chicago, 111., Dec.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Ixexrmuo later was identified as J. F. Greek, a
New York, Dec. 12. The 2 o'clock machinist, who came here from El
scof, the 38th hour in the six day Paso, today mounted to the nineteenth
bike, race, showed 12 teams at 783 Boor of the Masonic Temple, disrobed,
miles fiat, and two teams Thomas and crawled out on a beam and
dropped to
Stein and Galvln and .Wiley at 782 the rotunda beneath. His body struck
miles and Bine laps. The previous the cigar stand in the rotunda and
record was 777 miles 6 laps, made by scnousiy injured a man who was

(By Special Leased Wire lo New Mexican!
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 12. American trade in Mexico is on the threshold of its greatest development according to Arnold Shanklin, consul general for the United States at the City
of Mexico. Mir. Shanklln was in
Kansas City on his way to his post.
"When conditions become permar
nently settled in Mexico there will be
a greater opportunity than ever before for the extension of American
trade and the investment of Ameri
can capital," Mr. Shanklln said.
"The United States has been very
s
friendly to the best interests of
and they know it. The present
administration feels very favorable
toward American capital and will encourage large investments.
"There is no question but that the
Mexican prefers articles of American
manufacture to the native or the
European make. However, the American has yet to learn how to sell
goods in Mexico."
Mex-can-

TURKEY 18 UP
AGAIN8T FIERCE REBELLION.

12,-r--

uameron ana Krebs in

1909.

standing near

It

'S EMPEfiOR

5

EMPRESS

Juarez Threatened and Uncle King George V. and Queen
Sam' Doubles Forces
Mary Proclaimed Today
on Border
at Delhi

ARRIVED SEVERAL

Clash With Russia.
Washington, Dec. 12. The House
committee on foreign affairs today
unanimously agreed on the Sulzer resolution directing the immediate abrogation of the 1832 treaty between the
United States and Russia because of
the discrimination by Russia against
American Jewish citizens in the recognition of passports.
Special to the New Mexican.
Luna Specially Recognized.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 12. At th) WITNESSES FROM AFAR
dinner at the White House to the Na. BEFORE GRAND JURY.
tional Republican Committee, Acting
Chairman Hill, of Maine, sat on the
right, and Senator Penrose on the left Hotel Keepers, Waitresses, Dynamite
Workers Among Those Sum-- ,
of President Taft. Owing to his con
moned at Los Angeles.
tinuoua, honorable sixteen years' sert.
......
vice as National Committeeman from
New Mexico, Solomon Luna was ac- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 12. The
corded a special seat of honor near
corridors of the federal building were
the President.
thronged with prospective witnesses
Democrats Oppose Pensions.
when the United States grand
Leading Democratic opposition to today,resumed
its Investigation of the
veterans service pension bill Fitz- jury
of New York dynamite conspiracy which involved
gerald, Democratic,
said. "There are some imposters on the McNamara Brothers.
Several of the men summoned were
the pension roils. The bill should be
held up till the pension list Is inves- employes of the powder factory from
tigated and ventilated." That would which James B. McNamara, known as
take three hundred more clerks at the Bryce, and Schmidt and Caplan, purpension office. Owing to the addition- chased the high power dynamite used
al expense he would not support the to blow up the Times building.
Two or three others were hotel
bill.. Applause on the Democratic
stayed
side. The Republicans will vote s6lid clerks at which McNamara
wnlle in San Francisco.
There were
for the soldiers.
several women also, among them Mrs.
Harry Sims at Washington.
Belle Lavln and Mrs. D. H. Ingersoll,
Sims
arrived from Las Cm lodging house keepers of San Fran
Harry
ces.
cisco, at whose houses McNamara,
Schmidt and Caplan lived for short
periods, Mrs. Emily Stuperlch, wife of
a hotel keeper and a number of wait
resses in San Francisco and Oakland
cafes and restaurants.
Oscar Lawler and Detective McLar
en entered the grand jury chamber
carrying suit cases which were said
to have been among the baggage ol
J. B. McNamara, "Schmidtty" and
Two of Them Dash About Caplan
seized at the ferry building,
Wildly In Coal Mine Work- in San Francisco.

Te-dr-

WESTERN GOVERNORS ARE
AT PENNSYLVANIA CAPITAL.

HAVE

As-

2.j9

HACIENDAS

ROBBED

G8EAT

SPECELE IT

DURBAR

Ten Dartmoors, Only Represen General Viljoen With Yaqui Royal Couple Gives Generously
Chiefs on Way to Mexico
tatives of the Breed, In
to Promote Popular
United States.
City.
Education.

De-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) i lBy Special Leases Wire, to New Mexican
Phoenix Ariz., Dec. 12. Arizona,
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
the last of the territories, assumed
Senate.
the full sovereignty of a state today
In session at 2 p. m.
by electing its own governor and ac jx'
i
Lorimer investigating comquiring for the first time, two United
mittee again heard witnesses
States Senators and one Congressman.
for the defense.
A national corporation comIn all the 13 couties of the new
mission was urged before Instate voting today was enthusiastic
t
terstate Commerce
but light in comparison to the total
hearing.
population for the reason that by the
Senator-elec- t
Vardeman, of
enabling act under which Arizona
was severly arMississippi,
comes into the union, the suffrage was
raigned by Senator Percy, of
restricted to the voters whose names
Mississippi who answered a
were on the great register of 1908.
magazine attack upon him.
This cut off thousands of people who
House.
have settled in the new state during
Met at noon.
the last three years.
Sherwood dollar a day penRepublicans Have Progressive Plr.t
sion
bill ie'bate continued.
form.
committee
affairs
Foreign
Interest in the election centered in
agreed to repot I favorably Sul-zthe vigorous contest between Repubresolution (Or abrogation
licans and Democrats for control of
of Russian treaty.
of
the
new
state
election
the
the
by
Steel committee heard testigovernor and the Congressional delemony on Bessemer and Lake
gation. Republicans have had the
Erie Btock juggling.
stimulus of a "progressive" platform,
Representative Fitzgerald of
which it was hoped, would overcome
New York denounced Sherwood
the normal Democratic majority
bill as sounding death knell of
while their opponents were enthusiasDemocratic
party's economy
the hopes of leaders
tically
plan and adding $75,000,000 to
at Washington that "Arizona Demopension roll.
and add two
crats would vote

straight
more Senators to the Democratic side
in the Senate."
Cameron Made Good Fight
The Democrats hope to elect both
Mark Smith and Henry Ashurst as
Senators, though the Republicans declared today that Ralph Cameron,
delegate in Congress, was
practically sure of winning one of the

1

SHEEPMEN F LOCK

EVENTFUL DAY

PLAY FALSE

,.

12, HUt

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lionaon, Dec. 12. A news agency
dispatch from Vienna says that ac
cording to official advices received
from Cettfnge, the capital of Montenegro, a dangerous insurrection has
broken out in Albania. Twelve thou
sand men' are under arms and an extension ot the movement Is probable.

(By Special Keas1 Wire to Now Mexan)
Mexico City, Dec. 12. The town of
Victoria, in the northeastern district
or the sta'.e of Guanajuato, lias been
occupied by several hundred Reyistas.
There was no garrison in the town
and the Reyi.stas found little resist
ance.
Another Town Sacked.
Guantla, Mex., Dec. 12. The town
of Ticuman, state of Morelos, has
been sacked. Two Spanish merchants
were killed. The place was not garrisoned.
Viljoen With Yaqui Chiefs.
K Paso, Texas, Dec. 12 Four Yaqui Indian chiefs, accompanied by B.
J. Viljoen commissioner to tile Ya- Mexican
government,
quis from
are here today en route to Mexico
City to consult President Madero relative to settling the differences between Yaquis and the Mexican gov
ernment.
Haciendas Robbed.
Puebla, Mex., Dec. 12. Several haciendas of the district of Zacotepcc,
sato of Puebla, belonging to a Span
iard, have been robbed and property
to the value of 50,000 pesos stolen.
At Jiquilpan, Michoacan. the rurales
routed 50 Reyistas, driving them to
Jalisco.
U. S. Guard Doubled.
El Pa&o, Texas, Dec. 12. United
States guards on the border were doubled today when United States army
officers were notified an insurrecto
attack was to be made on Juarez. Re
ports that a Reyes revolution is to
be launched on December 15 with the
seizure of customs houses, are generally discredited.
RAINS IN ARGENTINE
MAKE GRAIN MARKET

FIRM.

Provisions
Wheat, Oats, Corn and
Show Higher Figures Today
Than Yesterday.
By Special LertSPil Wire to New Mexlcank
Chicago, 111., Dec. 12. Rain in the
crop
prospects
Argentine, making
more unfavorable,, brought' about a
little show of firmness today in the
market for wheat. The opening was
unchanged to
May
up.
,
started at 97 to
this is small
change from last night if the market
is taken altogether. Later, there was
a reaction to 96
The close was
firm at 97
for May, a gain of
to
net.
Liberal purchasing on the part of a
few houses, put some strength into
corn. ' May opened at 62
lasl
night's level to
higher, and seem
ed inclined to keep within that range.
The close was steady
net higher
for May at 63
Oats sympathized with corn. May
started a shade higher at 48
and
showed a disposition to hold steady
at that figure.
The lighter run of hogs aided in
giving provisions a lift, but meat and
lard shipments were less than a year
ago. First sales varied from a shade
to 7
higher with May options 15.7;.
for pork; 9.15 for lard and 8.371-- foi
ribs.
971-cSc-

4

c

c

c

2

ENTRIES AT THE JUAREZ
RACES FOR TOMORROW
(By Special Leased W:re to New Mexican)
Juarez Mex., Dec. 12. First race,
f
furlongs: X
selling five and
DeLaney 98; X The Fad; Harvest Fij
103; X King Elk, Shooting Spray, 106;
Tommy Twig, Quartermaster, J H
Lyte
Reed, 111;
Judge Cabiniss,
Knight 112.
Second race, selling, two year olds
Six furlongs: X DeCesarion, X D03
Star 95; First Fashion, Slecpland, Flying D'Or, Booger Battle, Lehigh, Evt?
lyna, 100; McAlan, Lake Tahoe, 103.
Third race, selling, one mile: X
Roseworth, 93; Bell Cliff, Chess 98;
101; X Lotta Creed, 102:
Barney Oldfield, Keep Moving, Charles
Green, Misprision, Gunston, Virginia
Lindsey, 107; Kiddly Lee 110; Tifllli
one-hal-

Pit-a-P-

115.

Fourth race selling, one mile and
a furlong: Rake, X Rompie 97; Lack
rose IOC; Dutchrock 107.
Fifth race selling two year olds, sis
furlongs: Bill Anderson, Thistle Rose,
100; Dudo. 103; Errant Lady, 105; W.
H. Ford, 108; The Visitor 109; Error.

Tourist

112.

Sixth race, selling, six furlong
Mamac, 100; Lady Macy, 102; Inci
sion, 104; X Signor, Fern L. 105; Hey
ry Walbank 106; Oxer, 110; Jeanns
D'Arc, 111.
X Apprentice allowance.

(By rtpjcliii Leased Wire to X'w Mexican)
Delhi, India, Dec. 12. King George
V. and Queen Mary were today proclaimed emperor and empress of India. The culminating act of the English monarchs accession to
the
throne of his vast Indian dominions
took place amid a scene, which for
richness of coior and magnificence of
decorations probably never has bec-surpassed in modern times.
Tim crowning was followed by an
act of generosity on the
rait, of which a slight hint had
already been given.
The viceroy proclaimed
that the
r
was to
a large
S'jm of .r.oney to promote popular education and that further handsemc
gifts would be made.
Glittering Throngs.
The hugs amphitheatre which hid
been erected in the Durh.-.-r Camp was
thronged from an early hour. . The
bright tissues and sparkling gems of
the many Indian princes and the
smart uniforms of the soldiery contrasted strongly with the white
dresses of the Europeau vomen and
the sober gao of civilian otiicia'.s.
The great feudatory princes and
rulers of India with the leading British officials, occupied seats of honor
norr U13 pavilion located in the center. Scree nyl from the gaze of the
a
curious by a lattice framework,
number of Maharanis and other Indi-a- a
women of hifih rank occupied two
sections of the front galleries.
Military Spectacle.
The interval of waiting v.a3 beguiled by the playing or military music.
The soldiers played a large part in
the Dartar and a guard of honor
composed of one hundred picked men
was drawn up before the central pa- - .
surroundvilion. Troops of overy
ed the arena in a compact mass and
lines of soldiers extended along the
route of the royal approach. Cheers
heralded the arrival o a little band
of veteranB, the survivors of thts ar
mies which had made
Durbar possible.
'
.
Almost immediately the
procession came into view. Escorted
native
by a brilliantly uniformed
e
body guard, Viceroy and Lady
vice-reg-

Har-ding-

wt

in

their

state

carriage

hors-6without ri
ders uniformed in scarlet and gold.
Imperial Procession.
Then the booming of an imperial
of
salute announced the approach
the emperor and empress. The royal
carriage, drawn by four magnificent
horses, were almost hidden from view
by the gaily caparisoned escort. The
emperor wore a robe of imperial pur- pie, a surcoat of purple with white
satin breeches and silk stockings. He
83 decked with the collars of the
nr
Orders of the Garter and the
India and also with the Star of tie
latter .order.
The imperial crown consisted of a
band of diamonds studded with large
emeralds and sapphires with ubies
in the center-ana cap of purple vel
vet turned up with ermine.
Dress of the Empress.
The
dress was of
white satin embroidered with a de
sign of roses, thistles and shamrocks,
with a border of lotus flowers. Th?
star of India was embroidered on the
front of her dress. Her majesty's imperial robe was of pure velvet trimmed with ermine and with a bolder
of gold braid. She wore the orders
of the Garter and the Star of ItitSa.
Her ornaments were a diamond and
emerald necklace and brooches.
Carriage after carriage with': members of the suite followed the luipcr- - '
ial pair. The guard presented arms
and the band3 burst into the royal
anthem.
x
The combined processions proceed
ed slowly to the great central tent,
where their majesties stood to . re
ceive the homage and congratulation,
of the governors, ruling princes and
other representatives of British India.
uniformed
When this gorgeously
line had filed past, the imperial and
vice-reg?fore
partiex appeared
the vast assemblage in the Durbar
amphitheatre. "When they took their
seats on the crimson dais the strains
of the national anthem were heard
and the people rose and stood in profound silence. It was a pretty group
around the four thrones of the emperor, the empress, the viceroy and the
at the hack of which the
staffs aitf the
Imperial and vice-regimperial cadet corps, composed entirely of youthful princes and scions
of princely families formed in rank.
The formal ceremony then was per- being duly
formed, the sovereigns
proclaimed emperor and empress of
India.

drawn by blooded

St.

quoen-empres-

'

:v

-

.

vice-rein- e,

WELCOME ARCH AN
.
ALL NIGHT FEATURE.
The Welcome Arch at the en--:
trance to the Plaza, will be illuminated all night and every
night henceforth, said Mana
ger Frank Owen of the Santa
Fe Water and Light Company.
Plaza and other merchants
have subscribed fifty cents a
month each, to make this possible and thus help to make a
good first impression upon every visitor to tie Capital.
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Real Estate Deal It is reported
C. J. Crandall, superintendent of
the U. S Indian ; School, has pur-- ;
chased the house on Cerrillos road of
General E. F. Hobart, former survey;

that

or general.

iA6E

SANTA FE, N. M.

VB NEW MEXICAN,

THE SAM' A

TWO

of Bachelor of Arts from Hedding
SOUR, GASSY, UPSET
STOMACH REGULATED. College and of Master of Arts from
Denver University.
Stomachs Feel Fine Flvs
Suit for Divorce.
Minutes After Taking a Little
At Las Vegas, Mrs. Kati Alice
Diapepsin.
Smith has filed suit for divorce
The question as to how long you are against Charles H. Smith, alleging degoing to continue a sufferer from Indi- sertion. The couple were married in
or
Indiana four years ago and came to
Dyspepsia
gestion,
Stomach is merely a matter of how New Mexico last year.
HAVE THEM.
soon you begin taking some Diapepsin.
Charged With Wife Beating While
Customers
TURKEYS
for our
have THANKSGIVING
If your Stomach is lacking In diDrunk.'
gestive power, why not Lelp the stomEugenia Moya of Ribera, San Migach to do its work, not with drastic uel county, was arrested on com
of diges plaint of his wife, who accused him
drugs, but a
tive agents, such as are naturally at of beating her whenever he was
work in the stomach.
drunk and chasing her out into the
People with weak Stomachs should cold clad only in her night gown.
tiike a little Diapepsin occasionally,
and there will be no more indigestion,
Hold Up for Cocktails.
no feeling like a lump of lead in the
James Chilton, night bar tender at
stomach, no heartburn, Sour risings, the Hotel Savoy at St. Joseph, was
Gas on Stomach or Belching or undi- forced at the point of a revolver, to
for a masked
gested food. Headaches, Dizziness or make six cocktails
Sick Stomach, and, besides, what you stranger, who gulped them down and
eat will not ferment and poison your then vanished.
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
breath with nauseous odors. All these
Southern Com; or Plaza,
PURCHASES.
CASH
ALL
symptoms resulting from a sour,
WITH
No Liquor in Red Light.
TICKETS
REGISTER
WE GIVE
stomach and dyspepsia are
Cheyenne, Wyo., Dec. 12. Mayor
generally relieved in five minutes Bresnahen issued to the police an or
.after taking a little Dispepsin.
der to arrest all persons caught sell
Go to your druggist and get a
ing liquor in the restricted district
case of Pape's Diapepsin now, of the city. Heretofore it has been
land you will always go to the table customary to permit proprietors of
with a hearty appetite, and what you resorts to sell beer and to fine them
eat will taste good, because your monthly in lieu of collecting a license.
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
stomach and intestines will be clean Under the new order, no sales of liq
and fresh and you will know there uor or beer are to be permitted in the
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
are not going to be any more bad restricted district.
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
nights and miserable days for you.
.They freshen you and make you feel
Fatal Fight at Deming,
on Thursday and
like life is worth living.
Delicious Cream
An unknown Mexican was fatally
wounded at Deming by being disem
IMMORTAL.
boweled with a knife in a drunken
By Louis Untermeyer.
fight. Jesus Minos, said to have been
Ptone, I) Black.
Death cannot keep me buried; when the agressor, fled and was rounded up
the dry
just as he was about to cross the bor
der Into Mexlccy tot it took a bullet
Earth holds me close, a rose-buslo do so, the bullet entering his heel
at my head, ,
I shall not be content for long to lie and shatteriri his a'ikle. The arrest
Inactive in that dark and narrow was mad by Deputy Sheriff Kealy
who tooV. Minos bacK to Demfng.
bed.

Store
The Little
tqthe Front

nice nr

Always

ii inuo

Cooking and Baking Bags
Oranges,
Nuts,
Grape Fruits,
Plum Pudding.
Crnberries,
And All Kinds of Vegetables.

and Free from Eczema.
"T think the Cutioura Remedies are
I have
the best remedies for eczema
ever heard of. My mother had a child
when
it was
head
its
on
who had a rash
real young. Doctor called it baby rash.
m uiu
He gave us meaiuiue, uuuhead
was a
cood. In a few days the
solid mass, a running sore, it was
o
awful, the child cnea conunuaiiy.
nun m
had to hold, him ana warcn the
sore.
from
him
scratching
keep
His suffering waa dreadful. At last we

It

remembered Cuticura Remedies. We
got a dollar bottle of Cuticura Resolvent, a box of Cuticura Ointment, and
ma
a bar of Uuticura ctoap.washed bvu
the head
Resolvent as directed,
.v, tiio fiitim
Roan, and applied
wo naa nos
t.hA rnt.niira Ointment,
used half before the child a head was
has
clear and free from eczema, and it was
never come back again. His head
u
ui
a
naa
tie
and
peauwui
healthy
hair. I think the Cuticura Ointment
very good for tne nair. is Maura
wij
hair grow and prevents falling, hair.
(Signed) Mrs. Francis Lund, Plain City,
Utah, Sept. 19, 1910.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are for
sale throughout the world, but to those
who have suffered much, lost hope and
faith in ary treatment, aare without
uuutl lurfll enmnm nt eflcn witn
let on the skin will bo mailed free, on
Aaarcss roiusr uiuS
application.
Chem. Corp., Dept. 12B, Boston.

The Delicatessen Store

'

j

Saturday

o--

LOUIS NAPOLEON

h

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

sweet and restless
things of life
Shall stir me, pierce me, make me
once again-Parof the vigor and the freshening

For soon the

Flour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For

INTERNATIONAL

STOCK FOOD.

strife
Raised by the sunlight
healing rain.

All kinds cf flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

ALFALFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

and

the

to

Had not Used Half a Set of CuticurHead
Clear
was
Before
Remedies

Bananas,

Puffs

11

Awful. Cried Continually.
Hold and Watch Him
to Keep Him from Scratching.
Suffering Was Dreadful.
Had

We'll

OGERY

ui

rv:

MRS. GOOD COOK:
MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY
ED WITH
A BRAND NEW

--

"i;-":ii:r,;,;

REQUESTS THAT HE BE CA WCARVING SET.
OUR CARVING KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE A D
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS
DINE Wl H
YOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS
F( H
THE TABLE.
COME AND SEE OURS

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

in

If Its Hardware We Have

It

Pnone 14

.

FRANK

years to secure a reasonable supply of
field artillery, guns, carriages and am-- '
munition that would b necessary in
the event of war." The army posts,
as now located, are declared to be
wholly unsuitable. They were originally located with referent to possi-- :
1 M...
in the Concrete.
ble Indian troubles, and few of them!
Gustav Ltoidberg arrested at Greer
Inn nlr.nAi ma n ..aofoil fnl. Vll If. are in positions suited to meet the
enness night before last and wa- the defense. The
average dumber of com
first person to be lodged in the new
to each of the forty-nin- e
posts
panies
Weld county jail. The concrete floor,
is only nine.
it seems, was still soft and Lindberg
laid down on it instead of on the bed
In the morning when he woke, he
POLITIGS AND POLITICIANS

Op5

T1

-

iz, hm.

It Was

WE

ITER

DECEMBtM

TUESDAY,

R GORMLEY,
O O Q Q

Handsome

Handsome

XMAS

XMAS

GIFTS

GIFTS

"

I

found himself firmly imbedded in the
And when at length the pregnant
hard concrete and had to be chiseled
seasons pass.
A Splendid
'ervant.
out.
Endowed with warm and. splendid
Advices received here to the effect
IS AT OUR STORE. COME
Bean
Questa's
King.
AND
who has for
liberty,
that
SELECT YOUR GIFTS.
Delegate
Andrews,
is
Edward D. Jackson, colored,
Phone Black I shall go forth in rich and sturdy
many years been a splendid servant
A LARGE SUPPLY AT
Phone Black
the bean king of this section. Early from
New Mexico, will be one of the
grass;
SMALL COST.
he commenced to take
Shall scent the clover, call the in the spring
from the new states, appears
senators
raw
land
off of 80 acres of
6619
Phone
brush
Black.
the
Santa Fe, New Mex.
thirsting bee.
near Cerro and plant the same in to be taken for granted by western
who
arrived
have
in
the
cappeople
beans just beans, the frijole kind. H.
And I shall be the urge that bursts
Who will be the second senator
J. Luce is now threshing the crop ital.
the pod,
as there are a number
is
uncertain,
The
400
sacks.
which is estimated at
i
Enter
Impels the singing sap within the sacks are the two and
f
bushel of candidates. Farmington
tree,wheat kind. Just think of it? More prise.
as than 800 bushels of beans more than
That sets the leaves
i
Ti: WHEN YOU CAN
with God
48,000 pounds worth three and one
The rose shall bloom more proudly half cents per pound. This crop was
Date Muffins
l
bearing me.
(Recipe by Mr: Helen Armstrong)
grown without irrigation at the ex
This recipe has met with considerable
pense of one man's labor." Questa
All things shall feel and drink me un- - Gazette.
favor at Mrs. Helen Armstrong's cookJ
3
ing lectures. Taste these muffins once
awares;
The Divsrce Evil
vie
more :
will
and
want
you
The bee that sucks, the tender
Wearied
12.
Dec.
by
Washington,
-..
t
to
' iSt'y.
WATCH FOR BIG AD
(
your house. Pr ,r
Cream three tablespoons of Cottolene Delivered
erspt
green that thrives,
the evil eminence of their respective
The ant, the forest all that builds states in regard to quick divorces, with four of sugar and add two beaten
r.
KAUNE
&
',
of a cup of milk.
also
and dares
Governor Oddie of Nevada and Gov cs?s,
Sift two cups of .flour with two teaTV
And I shall live, not one, but ernor Vessey of South Dakota are in spoons of baking powder, a little salt
and
a
and
add
of
nutmeg,
laws
uniform
of
countless lives.
divorce
favor
through
of dates cut small. Pour first mix
out the United States. Incidentally, cup
International.
ture over this .beat thoroughly and bake
they charge that New Yorkers are in greased muffin pans.
REAL ESTATE A. .D INSURANCE
stimulating the divorce business. Both
Cottolene makes pastry that is light.
'
that
executives complained
through delicious and digestible.
out the eastward trip of the governCAD C A I JG Improved and unimproved City Property, Orciards
ors' special they were subjected to
and Rindes; Also a number of the fioest Fruit and
Now on the floor of the Sante Pe Trail & Curio Co.
all sorts of quips about Reno and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
Od
Governor
Sioux
Falls.
Whenever
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS Charged With Assault and Battery. die
and one of the finest orchards cn the Tesuque at a Bargain.?"
)3 introduced to an easterner, the
Telesforo Montoya
was charged
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
with assault and battery at Las Ve- latter usually assumes a "sad dog'
For Best Laundry Work
air, winks, thrusts his tongue in his
gas by Crecencio Roybal.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANModern Residences for Rent.
N
cheek, nudges the governor in the
and
eh
from
Re
ribs
car-load
says, "Nevada,
are ordering- in
Burned Railroad Ties.
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
v
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
103
On the charge that he burned rail no, I suppose. Must be a pretty brisk
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
little
town,
eh,
Reno,
governor?"
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
road ties of the Santa Fe Railroad,
Ave.
Uncle Sam Not Prepared for War,
G. Akers was arrested at Ribera, San
and Arizona purchasers.
Dec. 12. In his annnal
Washington,
Miguel county.
O. K. Barber Shop
report to the President today, Secre Agency
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
of War Stimson declared
that
tary
Marriage License.
the contingency of war with a first Phone Red No. 22.
Established 1900
A marriage license was issued at
LEARNARD &
Phone, Red No. 23
class power would find the army of
to
Las
Andres
20,
New
Mexico
Vegas
Maes,
CO.
L1NDEMANN
aged
Albuqurque,
United States practically unpre
the
of Gonzales, and Flaminia
Roybal, pared. He. attributed this largely to
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
HATON
aged 18, of Wagon Mound.
the fact that the army .was "scattered
YANKEE
rot over the country" in too many KRR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
CERRILLOS
Rejected By Daughter, Marries Mother
At McLeansboro, 111., Mrs. Rosetta
on
HUBB'S
the
LAUNDRY.
army
peace footing habitually
Hicks, a widow of 36, was married to maintained with miniature
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, - Smithirg Coal. Sic Em Coal.
companies I Phone us, we will be glad to call for
John Kochever, the rejected suitor of and
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
troops, he characterized as inef- - your laundry on Mondays and Tuesher eighteen year old daughter.
iecuve ior serious war service. As days and deliver on Thursdays and
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
to tne. unpreparedness or tne army in Fridays.
Thrown By His Horse. '
85
ana
ammunition. Secretary
Telephone
artillery
Telephone 85
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Agapito Gonzales was thrown from Stimson says that "ar tha
present are mended and buttons sewed en
his horse at Pino, Taos county, and rate of
appropriation, it is estimated! your shirts without extra
had his back broken. While the in- that it would
charge.
take more than fifty
not
is
man
the
will
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
jury
fatal,
young
be always paralyzed.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Change in Bank Control.
W. A. Foyil, president of the Clovis ward for any case Of Catarrh that can
,
National Bank, has sold the controll not he cured by Hall's Catarrh Cur
'
O.
P.
J.
CHENEY
&
G.
to
CO., Toledo,
H.
ing interest
Coors, Jr., who
Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
becomes president, and to C. M. Iden,
We, the undersigned, have known F.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
who becomes assistant cashier.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be
PHONE, RED 100.
La Salle
lieve him perfectly honorable la all
business transactions and financially
Former Santa Fe Pastor Given
CH AS. 0 ANN, Prop.
able to carry out any obligations made
Degree.
in
At Las Vegas, Mrs. Katie Alice by his firm.
Telephone II.
&
Kinnan
pastor of St. John's Methodist EpisMarvin,
Walding,
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. Regular Meals 25 cents.
copal church of this city, now of Las
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interVegas, has received the degree of
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Per hire a eu(ar erlsse Buggies and saddle hereea.
Doctor of Philosophy from Oskaloosa nally, acting directly upon the blood
Short Orders at All Hours.
THEODORE COIRICK,
:
CLICK'S BACK LINE
College, Oskaloo-- a, Iowa, after, doing and mucous surfaces of the system.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
three years of research work and Testimonials sent free. , Price 75 cents
Phene llae M8.
French Noodle Order 20c. a dlan,
study and writing a thesis of 15,000 per bottle. Sold by all Druggists,
Ion flaspar Avenue
,
,
words. Mr. Anderson has the degree pation.
Mew i one cnop tsuey duc.
i

LEO HERSCH

45

SANTACLADS

45

SPECIAL SALE

Why Import Mineral Water ?

one-hal-

-

-

at

Celebrated Maiden

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

Bri

1

All Kind o.
"
Special High

:

iuv!

two-thir-

THE SANTA Ft:

You are requested to call and see and

L Vr'A

three-fourt-

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

whestute ")

;

,

lUH 3illX

Imperial Laundry

COMPANY

-

F. M. JONES.

Palace

at

a1

Wholesale
and retail

Weed

Screened

.

Lump

I

R. J. CRICHTON
I
&
LUMBER COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

-

'SOTSlSSSf.

LAMELY

" The
Quality Coal."

STABLE

Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

j

Restaurant

Caii up

'Phone 9

When Ueed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
'RATES RIGHT.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

tttf.

CHAS. CLOSSOH

.

DRINK OLIVE OIL

Zook's Pharmacy

Vac
I Ca. nt5nLr
LriniY

Phone
213
-

1
11

is a
tea or even Cocoa
food-bevera-

ge,

much to be preferred to coffee,
-

PURE OLIVE OIL has Ta palatable, nutty flavor; even the children,
like itand they may have it. - Good for all sorts of Salads and for Cooking:, too.

-

Zook's . Pharmacy

Phone

..

213

Ml'
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EL OMAN BROTHEIRS COMPANY,
Only Ten More Christmas Shopping Days Left

HAVE PROVIDED WELL FOR YOU

Dress Suit Cases, Hand Bags, Traveling Cases and Ladies Shopping Bags
The Toyland is Loaded
With Bargains

fK LONG FELT WANT
r

E

Cfl't!

ARE

rnlr

CUT-FI- T

nlnrp whprp .SUITS

and made in the

uty

Fine

We make

Imported

the

Clothes

Busi-

ness an

Over
W. L. DeCLOW,

NEW MEXICO SUMMARY OF
NOVEMBER WEATHER.
Month Was One of Coldest on
ord and Was Also Extraordinarily Dry and Windy.
The month of November, 1911, was
cold, dry and windy. The average

HJ

Rec-

temperature for the state was the

lowest since 1895 when sufficient stations were established to afford a
fairly accurate mean temperature.
The lowest temperature recorded ( 23
at Elizabeth town) was also the lowest November temperature of record,
as 19 in 1896, was the lowest previous record. On four other previous
years, however, the precipitation averaged less than during the month just

;.
V- -

"

'

1

J;

wit

' 4aANaMaatt

--

CP

I
can ship
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which
jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at c srrcsponding rates.

.,'A

Wells Fargo

jrrp;

3

H

WE

CAN
DO

FOR CENTS

S25.00

S20.00

UP

UP

& Co.
TO

Parts

All

of The World

MflUPV and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
dOTC IHUIICJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Payable

U.

Throughout

and all Foreign
Countries

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEORAPH
GEORGE

CURRY,

Congressman-Elect-

j j j

.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

change it. His ideas are broad and
(By John W. Roberts.)
When Mr. Roosevelt
appointed just and he has ever been the chamof New pion of the people. The politician,
George Curry as governor
Mexico in 1907, little did he rea..ze the boss, the
found a
that of all his rough rider appointees, deadly enemy in George Curry as alnone did the president more credit, so the chronic "kicker" found him
probably, than Governor Curry.
deaf as a post. He is a man of the
When the Republican party of New people and, whether as a ranch hand,
Mexico put him up as a candidate to a clerk in a country store or as gov
represent the people at Washington, ernor' of one of the great western
His
they did not realize that they had states, he has "made good."
nominated a man who would get the training for his present responsible
most votes on that ticket, and whose and trying position could
scarcely
be
unmercifully have been better.
opponent would
On November 7th, when
scratched.
He is an admirer of Roosevelt,
the people of the coming great state probably because Roosevelt is of his ',
elected him to office as their repre- own type. He is as much at home in
sentative to Washington, they knew soft shirt and saddle as in the drawthey were sending a man there who ing room at the White House, in ev
is bound to become a national figure. ening dress. When he sailed down
He has all the qualities of the fighter, the Mississippi with President Roos
and Is a judge of evelt
he is
during the Deep Waterways
man. As a public' speaker he is mod- Convention In 1908 there wasn't a
est, agreeable, and while he makes more talked-o- f
man in the United
no attempt at oratory, he always hag States than Curry. Most of the
something to say worth hearing, and leading newspapera and magazines
he says it in a natural, direct, un- contained articles and photographs
polished manner which pleases aa showing Curry standing on the deck of
well as convinces his hearers. As the the steamer with the president pointresult of his naturally sociable dispo ing his finger accusingly at him as
sitlon and constant liberal responses the man who had delayed the presito calls of charity, he is a poor man; dential party. "One of the few things
probably always will be. Had Curry I have against Colonel Roosevelt,'
been inclined to grafting, all he had Curry remarked in his inaugural adto do was to reach out his hand, and dress, "is that I was compelled to r&
Ambition Slipping Away.
of about 5,000 feet, was 38.9 degrees,1 left the office of governor of New main at Tampa, Florida, to fight flies
and her mules while my friends went
Santa Fe women Know tow the or 3.3 degrees below the normal for Mexico a rich man. j'.
one who has encountered to the front."
No
aches and pains that come when the the month and 6.9 degrees below the
'
He is respected by all,- and his
kidneys fail make life a burden. Back- mean for November, 1910. The high- George Curry's frank, boyish smile
dizzy est local monthly mean was 49.9 de- would believe, until he has seen, that friends are loyal ones. At Washingache, hip pains, headaches,
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all grees at Carlsbad, and the lowest those same lips can be compressed ton the "big" bugs there call him Mr.
tell of sick kidneys and "warn you of 24.4 at Elizabethtown, while the high- into a grim, bulldog expression of Curry, and in their letters prefix his
the stealthy approach ot dropsy or est recorded temperature was 8if de- unyielding determination.. He does name by "Hon." while in New Mexico
Brigth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills grees at Carlsbad on the 10th and the not allow his good nature to Interfere the cowboys and his personal friends
are for the kidneys only. They at lowest 23 degrees below zero at Eliza with his opposition to what he holds call him plain, every day "George."
tack kidney diseases by striking at bethtown on the 28th. The greatest to be wrong.
In appearance he is a man of comHere's proof of it in a local monthly range of temperature
Bring a Merry Cfcristmas . the cause.
build, but of a nervous tem
both
manding
as
of
served
sheriff
He has
was 84 degrees at Virsylvia, and the
Santa Fe woman's' words:
He looks one square In
perament.
Lincoln
in
the!
and
Otero
counties,
Colthe
least
Mrs. Desederia J. de Qulntana,
degrees at Truchas, while
the eyes when he is talking. He sufof
New
when
southern
Mexico,
part
delege St.,: Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: greatest local dally range was 62
were over-ru-n
by fers from a bad cough, probably con"Several years ago I used Doan's Kid- grees at Virsylvia on the 23rd; The those counties
ONE
ONE
a tracted in the Philippines
during a
took
criminals and outlaws, and it
ney Fills and I was cured of a bad district averages were as follows: No.
severe attack of fever, which he has
CENT
en
to
man
of
CENT
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FOR LADIES

Remov-

am arranging to change my business location from Cedar
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable pointnear by. 1 am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January I,
I would like to correspond with
1912, being my first consignment.
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
W. DeCLOW,
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la

i,

pi

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer,
ing His Business to New Mexico.
I

one

closed.-

The deficiency in temperature was
7"" .
Vrrfrr
general over the state, with the' exception of a small area in the Rio
Art. Every
such as you
Grande valley from the Elephant
Butte dam southward to Rincon,
Garment
can only
where a small excess occurred. The
ITS
J
deficiency exceeded 5 degrees a day
in Santa Fe, northeast Rio Arriba
is made by
see in the
northeast Colfax, southwest Mora and
vestern Grant counties. There were
Experts
Big Cities.
two periods of comparatively warm
weather, the 8th to 10th, and 14th
in Their
to 23d, and the 10th was the warmWe have ,
est
day of the month, generally. There
IT.-.Jwere also three periods of cold weathLine.
Them.
er: from the evening of the 1st to
the 3rd, 11th, 12th and 27th to the
close of the month; the 28th and 29th
proving by far the coldest days of
the month, with zero temperatures
sweeping well below the central counties. The cold was especially severe
in the higher districts of the Sangre
do Cristo range.
The precipitation of the state was
light, as a rule, and greatly below
the normal, except over the upper Rio
Grande valley and from the Continental divide to the Sangre de Cristo
range, where a fair excess occurred.
A large number of stations reported
no precipitation, or but a trace, and
s
of the state had
almost
less than a quarter of an inch, while
s
of it had less than a half
Work Will Please You
Inch, and the average for the entire
state was but 0.39 of an inch. Three
Promptness will Satisfy You
or possible four storm periods occurred, with precipitation, but none was
Many years of experience means
general, and in most instances the
precipitation that occurred was con
Work that cannot be equaled and a
fined to the mountain sections and to
the northeast and north counties. The
trial order will convince you.
tops of the northern ranges received
a large amount of snow.
The sunshine of the montti wa3
WHY NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR A
large, despite a rather stormy. cold
month. There was 77 per cent of the
SUIT OR AN OVERCOAT WITH THE
total' possible amount of sunshine at
Roswell, and 76 per cent at Santa Fe,
and the state, as a whole, had 19
clear days, 7 partly cloudy and but 4
II
cloudy. ., High winds were numerous,
a gale of great violence, accomand
U
SYUFY & YOUNG.
panied with much dust and sand,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO:
::
swept over the state on the 11th, do25J San Francisco Street,
ing some minor damage. The prevail
ing wind direction for the month was
from the southwest.
Temperature.
WHEN HER BACK ACHES.
The mean temperature of the state,
determined from' the records of 76
A Woman Finds All Her Energy and stations, having an average altitude
A
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Automobiles, Steam Engines, Rocking Horses,
Story Books, Christmas Tree Ornaments.
The Doll Family is Complete.
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COMFY SLIPPERS for

he who knows a pair
of our fine, Nobby New
Shoes, or some beautiful
Silk Hose. These are
the things that will
bring gladness to the
heart of every recipient,
and you will long be
remembered for your
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Our stock is very extensive. In fact, we
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have an appropriate
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of the family for any
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Protect

So we take pleasure in inviting you to call and inspect out
line of goods for yourself.
Shoes bought for presents
will be gladly exchanged after
the holidays.
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that she could doctor among her own
sex, the critics fainted they collapsed, overcome by the audacity, the
MEXICAN
NEW
THE
PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
immodesty of such an action. That
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
was fifty years ago.
Editor and President.
Vice President
re college women of today unsex-ed- ?
i JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Where are to be found more mod-- '
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
f
est workers more beautiful mothers
than among the college women of
Entered ai Second Class Matt er at the Santa Pa Postottce!
America?
Women have stood the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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Dclly, aix month, by mall
more
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to avoid anything that can in any way
The New Mexican la the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It la sent to ueiract rrom the
highest element of
erery postotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation her character, her sweet womanli
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In the District Court of the First
SURVIVAL OF THE 80BER.
Judicial District for the County of
nublished
Government ' statistics
Santa Fe.
last week and this, show that more
Pilar P. de Maestas, Plaintiff, vs.
distilled and malt liquids are being
Maestas, Defendant. No.
consumed in the United States than Augustln
ever before. At the same time, the 6830
To the Above Named Defendant:
prohibition press shows figures that
You are hereby notified that there
demonstrate the marvelous growth of
the temperance sentiment. There is has been filed in the office of the
but one conclusion from these - two Clerk of the First Judicial District
' THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
sets of figures: "That there are for the County of Santa Fe, in the
entitled
above
No. 6830, wherecause.
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States than ever before, and that
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however,
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being for the obtaining of a decree of
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abstainers will in their day and time, and control of the minor child, Ramon
liberal terms as are given by any
crowd from the face of the earth the Maestas, and praying that you, the
children and children's children of said defendant, be required to make
ENGLISH AND THE LAW.
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on conThe Carrizozo
Outlook makes a the sixty million drinkers, for if euge- reasonable provision for the support
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
plea for laws in plain, unmistakable nics has established any fact, it is of said minor child, Ramon Maestas,
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agriculture, trade cr manufacturing. that is
centt
j
tU'aonal for a alnglt
hewn through hard custom shining legal luminaries bright
are ftpn I
Consequently, the capital and labor
docket, or 55 cents additional for
and
ADOLPH SELIGMAN DRY: GOODS
daily
usage.
forced
to
UMACrl
admit that
employed in
combination docket, they will be sent
have sought
don't know
TUn IHt O
The womanly woman does not lose wnat the law is?" they
I
other avenues for investment and
"
by mail or prepaid express. Cash Is
work. Human nature is much the her dignity any place. Any thing she
Here's an Offer You Should Not Ov full must accompany order. Stat
same the world over. No man can be does and all thlno--o ch SATO o fa &trlir. i Those holding the eambline nrivf.
plainly whether English or Spanish
erlook.
en
a dignity by the personal attitude
expected to continue long In any
Rexall
printed
beading is wanted.
Tablets
Dyspepsia
lemedy
business after he discovers to his own of her mind, and her methods of pro--l nual fiesta,
8tomacn troubles by aiding nature to
for
paid 54,000 pesos
their.
cedure.
For
women
have
many
years
.
.
. i Sllnnlv tflA atamuit. .1.. a kn... a a
r
satisfaction that he can secure better
ffV9nnlif0A
f VUUI&tJ, HI. Lb
VI
buo RUnUin ' a
MwiiWl Vi
Bull mUCn. '
AND
returns doing something else. If the ntixed with men in the commercial more
e
ia
the
will
come
causes
Juices
ybicb
out
gastric
of
the
of
pockets
world,
on
them
of
basis
the
meeting
for
live
prices
stock during
raising
poor dupes who take a chance of d,Sest,0n and dyspepsia. They aid the
the past ten years had yielded better! conventional business life, and yet winning when
they well know that stomaeh to digest food and to quickly
the
foreigners
United
States
visiting
returns, we should today have more
CARPENTERS
nvrt it Into rich red blood and ma-o- f
there is only the remotest possibility
are
V
louu
Amerilnelr
ol
the
live stock in hi m,n.r. tk
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Now Under the Same Manafement.
terlal necessary tor overcoming
their
the
best
woman.
of
the
getting
She
AND CABINET MAKERS.
hag lost nothing of
ro"jCan
years ago.
waste
It
reflection-oa
is
the
of
her personality,
of
iher dlnlty.
The only OOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
In
f
ry a Dacka8
Rea Dyspep-ha- s
connection, I wish to make her womanliness, because events have dero administration that gambling! ,
a further pertinent suggestion, that (forced
Tablets
,n
or
your
been
Pocket,
her from the protection of the
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
with govern- - f
'en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
ir Congress should place our products
yoUr room- - Take one
home, to earn for herself, and often mental sanction, especially, when it ,teP
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
?
on the free list and thus cause a for
is remembered that Madero made a. VJfLIZ
.and PrTe Ur
others, a means of support,
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
Large Sample Rooms.
lessening in the now narrow margin
,nd,est,on W,U not
This seems to be the argument pretense at decency and had inten- o. profit enjoyed" by the stockmen,
'
All
j most often
Work Guaranteed.
Phcne. led 115
repeated, that a woman, tionally left the impression, that dur-- j' wfvnnw
there will be a further shrinkage
whatu Resa" Dyspepsia
his administration, legalised.
in; when she takes up political life, will ing
live stock production in this country,
lose her womanliness.
It was the sambllng
which wni be followed by much high- - same
cry half a century or more ago
NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
'
r prices to the consumer. Foreign when women demanded
the Tights of
Its pub.
A.bqUerqaehaswokep.
nations can supply only a small part the higher education.
MRS. R. LOPEZ.
They were de-o-f
the meats we need; that small
j- -t
part; cried, looked up as unsexed creatures, ngscSaaPe
Orders
Shampooing
obtain
will be sufficient to effect conditions and when a
Manicuring
Rexall
Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
Remedies only
woman, in the earlr fifties
domestic scl- - at our store-- The
Hair Dressing Massaging
here and start another era of un- - was allowed to enter a medical
Furnished
rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lif its
ancSJo
:'
teate'Pi
Co..
San
Chiropody.
prices, lessen production, lege to study to be a physician so weereBthe
i Street.
Front Room Over F. Andrews' Store. 222 San Francisco Street
C. LUPE KERRERA, Prop
::
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How About That Fire Insurance?

The Forum

X

Think About It!

Then Act!

THE

reSiTO-palollg-

FOR YOU!

d

A Line of Holiday Goods
Will Please You

e

That !

3

CHILDREN'S TOYS
that

Ladies' Hand Bags

HMtt

GENTLEMEN'S

0o'

Christinas Ties and Cravats

$1-8-

'

CnpflAI OALC
OlCLlAL

suf-rag-

S

--

.

..........

stock-raisin-

th

I

g

CO.;

.

THE PALACE

in-th-

J. P. Steed

& Son
THE MONTEZUMA

HOTELS

!

natu-shark- s.

t,l

;

'w

,w? if1

V

Coronado Restaurant

j

'

tsr rr
mlnJXlinLZ
SlL?S

I

"LTXLnlrT tZ

Short

1

run

S

SPITZ'S REDUCTION SALE

Sterling Detachable Pure Silk Umbrellas, Regular Price, $7.50
OUR SPECIAL PRICE.
$5.50

Braes Ink Stands, 75c to $1 50
Brass Candlesticks, 50c to $2.50
Brass Book Racks, $2.50

iful Electroliers and Domes.

See the Display.
I

V
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i
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.
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CAPITAL 850.00000

Your Patronage Solicited

NoveltyFancyFeathers
and Dress Shapes.

President

H. F. STEPHENS,

W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

Cashier.

Asst. Cashier

1854.

mi

ncorooraied

TIMES UP!
Get a Line On Our

8EE THEM AT
Pacific coast.
Jo E. Sheridan of Silver Cltv. torri.
torial mine inspector was In Albu
querque yesterday.
Mrs. C. Hays of Kalamazoo Mich..! turned to Albuquerque this morning
a guest at the Montezuma
aha la and will remain here for a time for
the benefits of the fine New Mexico
Visiting the Vallpv PaxM,
H. H. Brooks, the ranchman fmm I climate and to spend a Quiet vaca- the Ramon Vigil Grant. 30 miles west I tion. Albuquerque Herald.
of Santa Fe, is at the Montezuma.
I Architect I. H. Rapp has returned
Miss Uva Pirkey left todav for ai. I after a month's absence in the east,
buquerque where she will be emnloy-- 1 Mrs. RPP will remain In the east
ed in the office of the district
during the winter and will make a
trip to Florida before returning. She
Assistant Land Commissioner Mateo is much Improved in health. Their
iujan arter visiting his family at Las adopted daughter Helen, is attending
.
kcui lv nis iormer Dome at school in the east.
Sheriff and Mrs. Charles Closson
K Clayton.
Prank A. Hubbell, former treasurer have returned to Santa Pe after an
or Bernalillo county, came
up from absence of several weeks during
Albuquerque yesterday and registered which Mrs. Closson underwent a suc
cessful operation. Mr. and Mrs. Clos
ai me raiace.
Charles P. Lambert, mounted police- '
w uauu r uj
man, brought C. Harris, a Drlsoner frlGeor8e Williams who spent part of

Holiday Specialties
You Can Find an Array
SELECTED

I

nner here.

last

w

....

Done PflMuMIV
WW J. UN

I

P. O. Box, 219.

nun

SURETY

BONOS, REAL ESTATE.

Phone, Red 189.

119 San Francbco

St

QUILTED MATTRESS PROTECTORS we
n n
call aic
wasnaDie.
.

You need

...

one?

romeand see them.

gH
inti uIFT STORE
EyEY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE

visit ere mklfl? y0Ur selection" Our
prices
always as low as the lowest.

.

H. C. YONT2, "sW

rll

MULLIGAN &

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Uceose Nunbers,

o-o-

1

...

....
...

Marquisette Dress Patterns a beautiful gift for the
selected a gift any
would like
paper
Fancy
imported Linen nanuKercnieis in
variety

$8.00 to $10.00
to
to

to

to

the

to 40.00

U--

Day or

Next Door n

Nirtt
Pneffl.. "

Pi,o0,

'

ha"

S.

ft

m

CO.

TARPETS

W

"Where Prices are
Lowest for Safe
Quality.

--

on

Were!

m"et

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

set for June

4.

j

Majority ReportAdopte
Tl O
iwflflhlnvtnn
TUi
majority report on the call fnr
gates was adopted, 42 to . 7.
Senator
.
.i T.al.
ounui was supponea in nis minority,
proposition
by the committeemen
from Colorado Idaho. Del.wara v..
braaka, Oregon, South Dakota, and
Wisconsin.
There were four ahum,
from Arizona. Nevada. North n..
l iota and Vermont, when the vote was
xken. Alt of the other states sup-p- '
rted the call as framed by the
n

n

Turkey?

!!.

t

SO

o

sub-co-

tmlttee.

let us
Have vour

Th e national commlttea.dTniiirnAH
to call of the chairman at
subjet.

s: is.

Christmas

8ui VC'ommittee Faced Split.
Th

Early.

go.

Try a New
brings result!.

A tesOcan

want ka. it

!
Listen
...... Whv Not n
t...
T

inspectorg-hn;thTldlalhnTT
i

fh

Z Tgrn

gggJig?

m
mere wag an appreciable hardening
of Prices in the closing hour tut the
th
buying soon flattened out and
market again dropped into a rut. Final
prices disclosed small calna eeneral.
ly. as a result of the dav'a

Try a New Mexican want ad.
brings results.

It

List Your Property
With Us.

.

Carriage & Automobile
PAINTING

Santa-F-e

Abstract, Realty

Phone Black No. 52

&

SIGN PAlNTlNGl
Satisfaction Ouaranteed.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
305

Sii Fraaclsco Street.

Big Reduction
125 Palace

Avenue.

On all TRIMMED HATS
Shapes and Feathers.

AIRS. W. LENDHARDT,

of All the Light ?
THE
0ur

yes

give the maximum th ght,

"

better looking than anything ou can

'
-

c

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

A

WE WANT TO SELL

thp

i

Insurance Agency

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

EYES- " your l!gh blli and SAVE3
diapfly
your
and Student Umps that m be seen anywhere, and we will sell them
right. Qet wgv8 from
aTTd

V

f

....

cIosed ,teady- -

in
dMAlnn.

'

a

Business contracted steadily dur
ing the second hour and the fluctua
tions were trivial.
Bonds were irregular. The market

iiivinr

(

chara-th Mill for delegate
ed a seriou split. Senator Borah lead
ing a hopel ) flgnt to open the prim
ary door to emery state in tho nninn
and framing 'a minority report. The
onciaea to follow the
form of call a tnjrted four years ago.

Turkey order

d- -,

FURNITURE

2

THANKSGIVING

If

THE

;

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-ITS
YOUlMvfn

gifts that are both

ate

i

Satisfied
With
That

leH.bte Jeweler

Go-Ca- rts

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.,

You

Pay us

all steel and rubber tires
value . 5.00 rn 7 HO
10.00
Boys Automobile with chain gear well made last life time
Reversible Sulky solid hickory tongue well made special 2.65
Leather, tapestry and velvet hand bags many handsome
designs bought specially for the high class trade prices - .00 to 7.50
Music Rolls new folding plans
1.25 to 3.00
Smoker Sets
1.25 to 3.00
2.50 to 7.00
Traveling Sets very suitable for the gentlemen
Comb & Brush Sets
2.00 to 5.00
Brush
Sets
1.00 to 2.50
Military
Doll Babv

suitable and rare.

--

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Thof

...

Solid mission desk and chair the "young fellows"
$4.00
Blackboard and Kindergarden desk worth $2.50 our leader 1.50
Solid Oak Rocker worth $7.50 one left big value at - - - 500

Our store is ablaze with many dazzling and

-

;

INSURANCE,

We Mention a Few Below of Our Big Stock

,refl-uentl-

""

ed and Unfurnished
.

department
stores do not carry the great variety of choice articles that you may find here

cost surprises in store for the
out
Silverware will
Rogers
one wishing to send silver orj bargains fcr the cne in
the heme.

:qupss.
i

Many large

Victor Victrolo phonographs, no horn, greatest invention
price in Santa Fe or

IFOR
i

"gift" stock.

fancy work
Scarfs
value
Pictures beautiful and chaste selected especially for Xmas

1

ULLIU MM.

We Cannot display all our suitable

Art Handkerchiefs
Large Fancy Silk
Imported Kazan

FOR

tt

cpi inMft

ing

from Cimarron.
Brother Cyprian head of St. Nicho-- '
Iaa school and the La Salle ranch of
H. P. Robinson, filinorin tan A afi
irrigation for the Indians, lpfr Aihu. !'n Christian Brothers at Bernalillo,
land a well known resident nt
Mexico since 1901, will leave Thurs-- '
ed with his office.
Carl Works of Rockfnrri in
iclday or Friday of this week for Okla- ieuuiuK some weeks on the Valley homa where he has been assigned to
tne St. John's school for Indians at
Is in Santa
I
.Ranch,
Gray Horse agency.
icreuJ at me Montezuma.
The St. Louis Globe Democrat nub.
Piddick, advance agent for the
Clansman" which will h ninvorf th llshes an account of the weddine of
Judge Matt G. Reynolds of St.
uiBut vi December is. t ik. smi,
wife
iceater, is a guest at the Mbntewimc. to Mrs. Minnie Downing Griffith, a
Box
well
one
35c
widow
2.50
New
oi
York, who was Judge
surveyor ueneral and; Mrs. John
a
A.
11 .
i
March of Santa Fe.
Reynold's school playmata
in Piit
10c
50c
great:
Miss Jane March, arrived her Satui county, Missouri. Mr. Reynold's first
for
dled
W,fe
10c
a
ovr
for
a
nas
brief
year
and
he
Albuanerouel
day
ag0
visit
I four sons and four
Herald.
daughters. Judee
Neck
1.00
1.25
suReynoIds
wa8
- attorney
for the
Attorney Mark B. Thorn
Gloves
Kid
01
court
1.25
'and claims, as long
big
tonight for Denver where h will
C0Urt was ln ex,stence. His
spend a couple days and thea go to 2
10c
$17.50
duties at that time brought htm to
Kansas to spend a rnnnio
Fe
very
and tor long
,ta,
legal business. Rio Grande Republi- i yci mug.
can
state senator-Elec- t
William M. Mc-Jniss S. f. Barksdalo
o,huu uao
j,.,, Coy
of
arrived in Santa Fe this after
been in the forest service office at Al- uuquerque since its removal from noon, and will return to his hom
One
New
York
15.00
age,
Washington three vearn a.tm t... fiVU-.nn in Mountainelr, Torrance county
49
to Washington havlnir heien
C. D. Miller, territorial eneineer.
a 10 me seventh district office.
close
1847
below
won. H. L. Baca, of Santa Pe. me will return tonight from a week's trip
to the southern part of the
a visitor in Taos thi wuv
territory.
o KUC81 ! w- - M.
need for
at the Columbian hotel n.,V
nr. t- Lampton. general freleht
a member-elec- t
of the State Woiib nf agent 'or tne Denver & Rio Grande
Representatives, and is a candintA fn. ral,road' arrived in Santa Fe last
the speakership. Taos Valley News evenIn, 1" his
special car "Edna." Mr.
.
It
up-to-da. noit returned, from San- In
nome is in
an
ta e wnere he went to see that
'
aKlnB
extended
inspec
thej I I.
tlon tour over the railroad system
trv, in
didn't
.imuse iwo VOteS.
.nim
which
with
he
is
ne
nas served half of hi term
connected.
tierore
i
he will have made sucb a
record that CHICAGO
...
tiose who voted airalna 1.1M
CH03EN
mm will 1WI
,
ime a pingged nhlnnu
CONVENTION CITY.
Rio Grande Republican.
(Continued From rage
1
Dan Scruees fnr iho
.
on.)
u ooum America and on the
Home of Royal Tailors
Isthmus that this would overcome
Home of Victor Phonographs
Home of Society Floss
Senator
iur a sewine nuph nu
Borah's objection.
"It will not overcom.
nht
tion' retorted the Idaho senator,
"but it is the course the committee EA8Y MONEY PUTS FIRMH.
KAUME
NESS INTO WALL STREET.
probably will follow."
m
The cbfiir was given authnritv"n
A
AND
RUGS
ARE
DELIGHT,
name the committee and Chairman While Trading Wat Not Extensive,
Yet Prices Hardened Toward
Hill said he would announce
it later.
the Close.
YES, A NECESSITY, IN WINTER I
ame it now." came ffi mmm.
from the several committeemen.
(By Special Leased Wire ta New Mexican)
New York, Dec. 12. Traders made
We have a splendid new assortment of Axminster and Wilton
Chairman Hill called for tho rfm. little effort
this morning to follow up
mittee list from Mr. Lowden and of.
Rugs which will give your home an air of comfort that cannot
yesterday's sharp rise in stocks. There
be had in any other way. See also our selection of Bird's Eye
nciaiiy sanctioned the slate
aa was an Increase In outside buying but j
Fumiture and beautiful Circassian Walnut Bedroom
agreed to last night
Maple
professional operators took profits,'
Suits, which every housewife should see before purchasing
Alabama Selections Nulltfl.rf
with the result that the market be- The call for delegates to the con- any more furniture. We have also some fine Pope-Slossuuii aim reueueu uuer me ouy
Chinaware which you will need for your Christmas dinner and
vention requires that they shall be ,nK orders which had accumulated
selected not earlier than thirty days oveT n,Snt hal been filled. A higher
parties. And the price will be right, too.
arter the call and not later than thir- - range of prices in London stimulated
at the opening. Opera
ty aays prior to the date set for the tne
AKERS-WAGNER
AND
convention. This action nullifies th tlons for the long account were as.
selection of delegates already made slsted aIs by easier money, call loans
in Alabama and will require SoutE Da- - opening at 3 4 per cent, as compared
kota to select a new primary date: wltn 4
cen at yesterday's op- The South Dakota election had beenenlng- -

Inl.

of Everything

ESPECIALLY

a

the territorial penitentiary, last nieht

Stock of

draws near we are working day and night
our store and display counters so as to
make your shopping a pleasure and convenience.
As Xmas
re-arrang-

MISS A. MUGLER

B. IAU6HLIN,

Sensible Gift Suggestions

THOSE

O. A. Burton, of Albuquerque, la in
the city on business.
Mrs. H. D. Moulton will not be at
home tomorrow afternoon.
A. McGillivray of Santa Pa la via.
iting Albuquerque for a day or two.
A. G. Pollock, special
agent of the
Indian department has gone to the

a General Banking Business

Does

25'Discount

PEBSBML tlEHTIOM
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Pacific

Rai

Company

way

In effect Sept. 1st

(Ito.vt'l"w:

(Read Up)

1910

0F

HEART

Real Facts In Regard To F. R.
Huffman's Illness. Relief Obtained By Curing His
Stomach Ailments. -

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

TEA WILL "GO

HIS TROUBLE
NOT

19

,

STATIONS

Mlloa

2

Thcd-ford-

Black-Draug-

ht

i

Black-Draug-

-.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
PfAm Purlin Pf

Bisbee, Douglass
andaH points ln New MexiCo,
Arizona, Mexico and to thePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
C ENTRAL to Torrance thence

THE

EAST

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX

p

&

Rates.

Account of the Christmas and New
Years Holidays, the

DENVER & RIO

GRANDERl.

One Fare for

the Round Trip Between
Stations on its Lines,
I
SELLING DATES:

ht

1,

1912

Return Limit, January 3, 1912.
New Mexico Military
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of tho Southweit"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment an "Distinguished
tion." Army officer detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School tn the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
oi me west at an elevation of 3uU
above sea level, sunshiny every if
feet .........
..I1.
cay, out mile ram or snow during tba V

ft

season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.

V5--

'

-

v

Chicago, Dec. 12. Tea soon will
join butter and the other high priced
conspirators against the household allowance say importers in Chicago who
are alarmed by the war in Chins,, the
source of the major part of the world's
tea supply. However, tea costs them
as yet no more than normal prices
and there is no good excuse for higher retail prices now. The upheaval
in the Flowery Kingdom, however, is
menace to the tea drinkers
of the world who must be numerous
for the annual consumption i 700
million pounds of which China produces 150 million pounds. This coffee
drinking nation also manages to gulp
down 100 million pounds of tea in a
year, an item of $15,000,000 at present
LETTER LIST.
prices. The Imports of tea are stead
Sam,
List of letters remaining uncalled ily increasing and Uncle
fer In the pestefflce at Santa Fe, N. through th Department of Agricul
tea growing iu
M., for week ending Dec. 9, 1911. ture, is encouraging
(f net called fer within two weeks the United States. A bulletin say the
of tea for every fifth year
they will be sent to the dead letter imports
from 1853 to 1908 inclusive, show a
efllce at Washington.
general increase in the quantity of tea
Alane Sophie
imported, and it is possible by estab
J
Aragon Juan
lishing a tea industry at home to
Armijo J. E.
greatly increase the consumption as
Barnes Casius
has been done in Great Britain since
Barley Crisp Co.
tea became a staple of her colonies in
Bell S. R.
the East Indies, "American tea is by
'
Richard
Barry
no means an impossible product
ol
'
Barber Bertha
the future," says Secretary Wilson
Barnes CM.
be being of the opinion that the ob;;r
Breen W. M.
stacles in the, way of this achievo
Owen
Emma
Bogle
ment may finally be overcome by perBoise Chas. E.
sistent effort. "The work in tea cul
Breen Mrs. Chas.
tuTe carried on at Sumerville, S
C,
Clancy J. J.
has continued to give favorable re
Hotel
Claire
;
sults, some small samples of machine- Clark H. E.
picked tea have been obtained. When
Clendening J. W.
these two operations are successfully
Connel Frank B.
done by machines, the labor problem
Cairello Vicente
In the American tea raising industry
Cearuz Juan R.
will have been solved."
Casaus J. M.
Live Stock Growing.
Chaves Mrs. Francis M.
Livestock growing as a bonanza
Cheaves Manuel
crop was given a new impetus this
year by the international livestock
Davenport Fred .
show and reappeared once mora as a
Davis R. How
neglected but formidable rival to apDavis T. J.
ple, pecan "and grape-frui- t
growing
p
Eckert Geo. C.
and other pursuits much heralded at
V
Gaines Frank
the land show. President William
Gallazher James
E. Skinner of the livestock show dev ;, ; .'i
Gent Guy
clared :"Th& .future, the returns and
Greenwood F. C.
"''
fortunes; ,ttoat ayrait the"" stock
C. F.
, Gorman
'S' the
breeders of this country are so im..
Gutierrez Elijia
mense as compared with the like inGarcia Thos. J.
dustry anywhere else as to make comGonslez Bernardo
parison almost an impossibility. Much
Herbert M.
might' be added about the life, the
Hicks Geo.
freedom, the wholesome existence of
Hemdrix Georgia
the man who takes up the remuneraHartman Treame
tive live stock business. '
the energy expended in the city maelJiminez Joaquin
,
strom will give the live stock breeder
Klink Anna
(3)
a fortune sufficient for the requireList M. C.
;' ments of any normal mind at an
Ludre R.
early
no mental
age, with comparatively
Lujan Ernesta
wear
and tear. In my opinion the
Lujan Jose
question of stock raising in America
Miller Marrina
is of such importance that it will be
Mitchel A. J.
'
pushed forward along definite lines
Montoya Alfredo
until it becomes the foremost indusAurora
Montoya
of the nation. America is increastry
Montoya, Pablita
in population so rapidly that it
ing
Notah Tsehe
(2)
requires a sudden realization of the
Otero Lionardo
conditions that confront us to direct
Pratt Margaret.
attention' to the meat supply. NothPadilla Jose L.
s
ing seems likely to stop the influx 'of
Padilla P.
aliens into the country, nothing will
Risier S. J.
.
stay the enormous increase in populaRobinson May
tion; nothing will stop the demandiof
Ramires Lucio
man for meat. In time we will not
be able to supply the growing milSeeking Thos.
Smith Geo. J.
lions; we will not be able to export the
Starr F. R.
refrigerated and canned meats ' that
have made the United States the purSwoop Lucy
Smith A. B.
veyor of other lands and the comntis-saria- t
of the ' armies and navies ; of
Trujillo Lorenzo
Valdes Tomasita
the world. The range cattle days are
Wilson Martha
over, practically. Increased values !in
In calling fir these letters pleas farm lands and science have brought
about a genuine demand for pure bred
stale whether "advertised" er met
stock."
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.
,
;
i
Bananas and Rubber.
Banana growing has caugnt the
With the Coming of Middle Age,
There is a letting down in the physi fancy of Chicago although the fruit
cal forces often shown in annoying which reaches the city after a thouand painful kidney and bladder ail- sand miles on the railroad bears but
ments and urinary ' irregularities. a bruised and pitiful resemblance to
Foley Kidney Pills are a splendid that loaded into steamer holds in the
regulating and strengthening medi. tropics. Given a deep,' friable and fercine at such a time. Try them. Sold tile soil and Jhe right sort" of climate
some syndicates how growing bananas
by all druggists.
are reported to be making some exfact banana
traordinary profits.
Prize Fight on Christmas.- '
growing is runing rubber culture a
A prize fight for a $1,000 purse guar close race and in some cases the two
anteed and a $500 side bet has been are combined until the soil is exarranged for Christmas evening at hausted by the Incredible growth of
Trinidad, Colorado, between Benjamin the banana, plants. One report from
Chavez aad Patrick Brannigan, both Tabasco, Mexico, states. Tf we take
Into consideration that, a caballerla,
bantam weights.
105 acres, of land will contain easily
18,000 plants containing 18,000 hills
and each hill has five or six shoots,
A Physician's Report
that tseaCh hill .would give from five
Medicine
Tuberculosis
to six. bunches of bananas per year,
in
Alterntlve.
"Ilnve used Bckman's
or a total of five limes 18,000 or 90,000
several rases of tubercular gin nils of the
bunches, at 55 eents these would give
neck, with excellent results every time.
In one case it cost me $50, fqr tlie girl a return
Mex. per year. With
arcould
on
she
It
until
only
put
short only five of six" caballerlas planted to
range to lie operated, and In
time an operation was not needed. 1 bananas a annual return of 200,000
as
suppose your records are just
can be calculated."
of old. You know my faith in It."
peeo3 ($100,000)
Erkinan's Alterative Is effective In oth- As to rubber culture the three largest
er forms. Itend what Mrs. Oarvin says:-
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MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
Williams

B. P.
have purchased the entire stock of dorses and equipment
formerly
Owned by B P. Williams and will continue to operate it
at a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of
day or night
to furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want. I will
endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your
patronage.
I

AT SI0 SAN FRANCISCO ST,

snta Yt,

N. M

Attorney-at-La-

jS5l

Idaho Falls. Mil ho. '
I have gained twenty-tw- o
"Gentlemen:
lounds since mat 1'enrunry ami uiy naoy
Bhe isjnowdlir
s In perfect health.
mouths old. I have lieu waltliut
slnce;
she was horn to sec how I would get
I am now doing all my work,
along.
hnve liepn ever slncp he wns four weeks
old, and I am steadily gaining.' I do4
not eongh or ruirm anything nt all. I
believe my lung (rgulile Is cored." (Stated Affidavit! MltS. M. H. OARVIWNote Mia. Oarvin Is the mother qf sev
en enunrcn
. :
n
Mckmnn's Alterative Is effective 4n Bron-ehltl- a
Asttlunn. llnv Vever! Throat and
I.ting Tronhles. 1111(1' In .ptBHtUn( 'Hit
nutpm T)nes not contain tinlsnliR. oolates
f'Ask for'Jwklet;
or
0tt cured cas
.and Write to Efttinr
ijilMihitni-- f . Phi adelnti a. I'n.. rnr.mnw evi
dence, For sale by nil leading druggists end

by Zook's

t?

,

I.?

Pharmacy

1a

rubber plantations of ' tbe English
whose dividends started the "rubber
boom',' ikorrin threo. Venn as a nnld
Uhareholdets in. 1910 37ff per. cent, 325
and 150 per cent.
'

WU'MpnalreV Ejlen. v
iiVv",
A millionaire's Eden en a brand
.

pln las been .created

new

tb. Chicago, one

where will be none of the harassing
feari
larnw of the irich
tha a vacant Jptnext door or across
the streetrwnTbw bcmgfct for a stable,
the-laft-

gojijrfrjrr-asMlKMlMod-'-

TheKhi ttjadfrresldent own
ers Will cease to trouble and. the rich

SajJcaS

J2it.

rn

new, shad

Practice is the District and Su
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention- - given io all business.
Banta Fe.
New Mexico

The Handy Heater

"Perfection

rr1

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the Dhtriet Cou-and give? special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fa. N. M.

You often need some heat
in early Fall, when you have
not yet started the furnace.

In whatever part of the house you want it, you can get it
best and quickest with a Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater.
The Perfection is the most reliable heater on the market, and you

C. W. Q. WAF.D

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Countiei

Ts

can move it wherever you please.

Stat
.

morning.
cosey m;i!.

it la

bsd.-oo-

HARRY D. MOULTON

pleasant,

dimng-ioo-

New Moxico.

Vegas,

end you dies, in comfort on tha coldett

or bathroom,

and early breakfast becomes a
Tats it to the
A touch of a match et dusk, and all is snug or the evening.

Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater is beautifully finished
an ornament
Drurcs cf plain steel or enamelled ia blue ; nickel tiimmicgs.
Burner
makes
device
cutomitic
impossible.
smoking
A tpec-rbody cannot
Ail parts easily cleaned.
Lecoir.o wedged.
Damper top. Cool handle.
Dealers everywhere t cr write for descriptive circular to any agency of the

Ths

Attorney-at-La-

anywhers.

Santa Fe, N, M. .
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Special t

CoMiEieiital Oil Compaay
(Incorporated)

Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Eaaley
EASLEY & EASLPY.
the Chicago land show, denounced
Attorneys at Law.
Practice ln ihs courts sua before
vigorously by governors of many west
ern states which are conducting their Land Department
own land show in St. Paul in a way
Land grants and titles examined.
more-ttheir liking, promises to have Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Esten
a sequel of picturesque interest. It
ds, N. M.
was said to be a real estate scheme
by which some cut over land in Michi
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
gan could be populated, at least for
Attorneys-at-Laa time, in the hope that the remain
Practice in ail the Courts and Be
ing lots could be sold at town lot in- fore the Interior Department.
stead of acre prices. Also the interest
New Mexico.
Taos,
of a lake steamboat company was in
"a
dicated by the ad which appeared
H. L. ORTIZ.
few days before the close of tho land
and Counsetlor-at-LaAttorney
show offering a cheap lake trip to a
Practicing before all. the courts id
point from which the free lots could the Territory.
be reached by rail and stage. The Santa Fe
- New Mexico
railroad and the stage line, the steam-boaline, the owner of the surround
PROBERT & COMPANY
:
ing landscape and the big profits of
Investments
the land show all serve to explain the
Lairls, Mines, Bonds & Stoctti.
which
of
lots
the
cost
the
only
giving
Money- - Loaned for Investors
recording fee, cost of abstract and
Wo have for sale general stocks of
.
disillusionment.
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business Opportunities
Where the Locality Does Not Count throughout Tao?i county.
Wherever there are people sufferBank References Furnished.
ing from kidney and bladder ail Taos,
- New Mexico.
ments, from backache, rheumatism
and urinary irregularities, Foley Kidney Pills will help ihem. Belvidere,
111., E. A. Kelly,' an
nays: RESIDENCE,
DON CASPAR
"Three years' ago my kidneys be
AVE
came so bad that I was compelled to
Phone, 220 Red
give up my engine and quite. . There
was a severe aching pain over the OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
hips, followed by an inflammation of
Phone, 237 Black
the bladder, and always a thick sedi
ment. Foley Kidney Pills made me
OFFICE HOURS. I to 3 P. M.
a sound and well man. I can not say
too much In their praise." Sold by
all druggists.

,

In

Superintendent

Red

E. C. ABBOTT

Proposition to Found (a Millionaires Eden Near
Chicago.

.

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. O. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

m

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-.-vt-La-

.

Institute

Kew Mexice

Practice In tie Dlstri t Court a
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico

.

Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30 and 31, 1911; also Jan.

"

Santa Fe,

Advance

One-thir- d

PUBLISHES RATE OF

....

PAUL A. F. WALTER

V

p Agent,

El Paso Texas

Holiday

All

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

PRICE

.

To El Paso

LIDS

PROFESSIONAL

Revolution and War m China
Are Bound to Cause

Waynesvillc.N.C

20

12

UPJ

12;

Attorney-at-La- w

Mr. F. R. Huffman,
of this city, says : " 1 suffered dreadfully
a iu
pm
4 00
0
Lv..Des Moines. N.M...Ar
Tit)
8 60
with what I thought was heart trouble,
4
7 40
Kumaldo
3 30
11
05
liedinaii
3
15
tried various medicines in vain.
and
20
16
Oapulln
3 05
20
.8 35
Vigil
2
45
's
50
After
other remedies had failed,
25
Thompson
9 10
2 25
31
Ounnlugbain
9 33
42
restored me to
165
....Ollfton House N.M
1 30
10 00
49
T,vl
Ar
Raton. N. M
health. I would not feel safe without
TTTTTTTTTT
o
Ar io is
2 30
Katoii.is.M
i.iv
7
9 49.
Oltfton House N'M....
2 47
in the house. I consider
9 32
43
3 0T
SI'rsston
it worth its weight in gold.
65
....
8 55
3 45
Koehlcr Junction
2
9 05 ....
3 85
Koehler
1LL11
It cured my indigestion, and by this
08
HOolfax
8 20
4 15
8 02
76
4 43
(iorrososo
,. means I was restored to health. I can
82
Ar
Cimarron
6 oo
hv 7 45
.......... not express my gratitude for its benefits."
I'V
6 35
Ar am
5 1ft
Cimarron
PI
6 27
5 18
Nssh
Good health depends on the condition
.
4
6 17
Harlan
6 2S
94
6 00
6 45
Ar
CfJ Par!, H. M...LV
.... of your digestion. Poor digestion and
p m J ,p m T3yj;. l
good health do not go together.
jOonnects at Oolfax wltU K. I1. & S. W. Ity, train both North and South.'";
will
Thedford's Black-Draug- ht
SStage for Van Koutcn N, M. neeti trains at Preston N.lM.I
in
and
order
set
cleanse
ycur
thoroughly
Stage loaves Ute Purfc, N, M for Ellzabothtown, N. M., at 9;00 J. m, dally exeep'
digestive system.
Fare ti uu one way $3.50
trip: Hfty pound bnssnsc carried fren.
"ondays.
O. A S train la.irA IWs Mclnes, V, M- for the south at 11:11 p. m. Jarrlves rrom th
It has done this for others, during the
th at 4:38 a. m,
past 70 years, and is today the most
. G. DEDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
popular vegetable liver remedy on the
V. P. & G. M..
G. P. Agent,
market. Try it.
Superintendent,
Insist on Thedford's. Price 23c. I

.

M.

0

ow crosses its sky which neither real
estate experts nor lawyers ioresee.
Forty-thremen who own eleven
blocks in the most exclusive residence district have, they think, put
the bars up against all the possibili-- l
ties which nervous wives or irritable
tempers can conjure by deeding their
property to a trust company which
has redeeded to each his property but
with provisos in the deed which in
elude the following: "No building or
other structure shall be built upon
said property prior to January 1. 1940
except private residences, apartment
buildings, and hotels, and except, private stables, garages, plants for generating and distributing light, power, cr
e

o

refrigeration or the operation of laundries, or vacuum or other cleaning
plants, when the operation of such
stables, garages or plants are for the
exclusive use of the owners or lessees."
This district is bounded on
the east and north by the lake,' on
the' west by Lincoln Park bouievard.
and on the south by Pearson street
and the water works park. To com
pleto the boulevard boundaries, arrangements already are under way to
to make a' boulevard out of Pearson
street. A list of the property own
ers' resembles a page .from the Blue
Book or the invited list to one of Mrs.
Potter Palmer's "informal teas" when
she wants only her closest friends
and neighbors. Some there are, however, whose names are less familie,
who are in fact "building.".
Reduce Cost of Living.
To reduce the cost of living the
proposal of parcels post for what it
may do has gained many- - adherents
recently since the Chicago mail order
Louses have been unmasked as favor
ing the proposal only to sustain the
opposition of the retail merchants'
national organization.
It was urged
that the use of the postofflce facilities
as in England, Germany and other
countries for delivery cheaply of smaljl
amounts of produce, butter, eggs anji
fruit, would put the producer and .con
sumer into daily touch and enable
them to laugh at the middleman who
tried to charge extortionate , prices.
However, the country merchant would
Participate in an improved and cheap
ened method of transportation,, which
vould enable lim to conduct his busi
ness with less capital or to carry a
'
greater variety of goods. "The very
thing which would cut tremendously
into the profits of the big mail order
nouses through the reduction of the
size of orders," said one authority,
would enable the country merchant
to deliver goods to all his customers
cheaply and quickly."-SenatoBourne,
who has investigated all phases
of
the problem and soon ;wfir stir Congress about the matter said: "Instructions are given in the catalog of every mail order house the methods
by which these enterprises have deCustomers
veloped. their business.
are urged to ship by freight, and since
railroads make a minimum charge
based on a
shipment, purchasers are encouraged to
'
order enough goods to make 8
shipment or get their
neighbors to join in the order and
thus secure the relatively; low freight
rate. One resident of a "community
thereby becomes a solicitor of business for the firm he wishes to patronize. This would not be true if he
could secure his goods in small shipments."
' Free Lots.
: The giving of free lots to visitors of

;

r

M. DIAZ,

W. M. SHERIDAN,

Hotel Arrivals
-

;
Palace.
H. B. Hening Albuquerque. '
J. W. Randolph, New York City.
L. A. Wayne, New York.
Ida Olivienie, New York.
J. M. Evans and wife, New York.
J. E. Hannum, Albuquerque.
Eaton, Las Vegas.
R. I. Fleming, Sterling, Kas.
J. A. Mennett, Las Vegas.
(
Montezuma.
:
J. F. Miller, Valley Ranch.
Mrs. J. F. Miller, Valley-Ranc- h.
Carl Works, Valley Ranch.
Mrs. C. Hays, Valley Ranch.'
--

M. S.

Rosenstadt, San Francisco.'

Ben Jacks, Louisville.
H. Pettigrew, Chicago."
R. E, Piddick, New York.
:
Johnson, El Paso.
O. M. Patsch, St. Joseph.
H. H. Brooks, Buckman.
F. A. Hubbell, Albuquerque.
H. A. King, San Francisco.
G. W. James, St. Louis.
Charles F. Lambert, Clmarroc.
B. Petters, Albuquerque.
-:- .
- '
Coronado.
:v
Jack Roberts, Denver.
Vere Lea sure Albuquerque.
E. C. Gonzales, San Ildefonso. ;
J. Coleman, Los Cerrillos.
S. J. Naranjo, St. Michael, Ariz.
W.-'E- :

r

;

J.

DR.

'

-

D

THE WAS5ERMAN & NOOUCH'
TESTS. SAI.VARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Ex-

aminations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given op

application.

State Nat. Bank Bid., Albuquerque

N

M

DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist.

Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1,-- and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p.
And by Appointment
-

2

STANDLEY

G. SMALL,

m.

M. D.

Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.'
2 to 4 p. m.
Evenings. ,
.

Phone Black 47.

.?

RHEUMATISM
STOMACH TROUBLES

KIDNEY AILMENTS

Prison for Divorce.
Assemblyman Richard F. Heara of
New York will introduce a bill in
the New :York legislature providing a
prison sentence for those seeking di
vorce and that whenever a divorce is
It cures, and you ' remain cured,
granted that both parties be given a we know, and you will if you
try it
sentence in jail. He also declared in Conceded the
greatest kidney water
an Interview that most divorces can mm aaurk
be attributed to the evil of flirting.
Why not visit Faywood Hot 8prhiga
first, since you will eventually go

wood:
fay
HOT SPRINGS

"

J

M.

Diseases.

Genito-Urinar- y

there anyway? ,
Hotel. , Perfect
Large " Modern
Climate.
Booklet
T. C MoDERMOTT,
' "The Faywood,"
Fay wood, H. M.

Aids Nature
The tfreat success'of Dr. Pierce's fjotden Medical Discovery in curing weak stomachs, wasted bodies, weak
lungs, and obstinate and lingering coughs, is based on
the recognition of the fundamental truth that "Golden
Medical Discovery" supplies Nature with
d
muscle-maki-in coning,
densed and concentrated form. Wit- Vhelp Nature
supplies the necessary strength to the (tiuulJch to digest
food, build up tho body and thereby throw off lingering
obstinate eough3. The "Discovery''
the
digestive and nutritive organ in suuud It 'h, purifies
end enriches the blood, and nourishes
suorc establishes sound vigorous heaitn. .

WOOD'YS HACK L1IIB

body-buil-

tissue-repairin- g,

ig

Prom

J
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both : North South
Counds Trains

t'ffjJll

it your
"yS

-

:

dealer otter $omtthln& fasc as tfobrf,"
tt la probably better FOB
pay batten
But you aro thlaklnQ of tho euro. not the profit,
thtrf a nothJai 'JJuat aa $ood" tor you. Say

r5f.

paper-houn-

d,

--

oae-cw- nt

--

-

' Loavea Barranca on tho arrival of
tho north bound train, and arrives at

,

.;

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser, Io, Plain EngXah; or, MeaV
1008 pages, oVft 7W iilastrtt ions, newly rerued
Edition,
eent for 21
stamps, to oover ooaf of mailing
only. Qotlf bound, 31 Manpa. AddrM Dr. R. V. Pieroe, BeTJto, N. Y. Mine. SimplrSsSj

"

Taoa at 7 p'fm '
Ton mllM shorter than any other
way. Qo4 covers hacks and good
teams.' fare 349 round trip. Teams '
fnrnlalttd ootnmsrclal men m take In
9t eTMittdtns towat.
Wlro Embudo
,

.
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Mexican,
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OAJL SALE

December II

December

16

Better prices than ever offered before on Indian and Mexican Blankets of all kinds. Clean sweep
on Baskets, Pottery and Indian Photos. In fact, everything except
small Christmas Novelties, filigree, etc.
See Us Before Buying Elsewhere.

You Cannot Afford

to Lose This Chance.

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPANY.
shall be possible to do so without ex

IRITORIAL ENGINEER
MILLER AT CARL8BAD.

iga to Roawell Road Project
rigating Winter Grain and

V

OFFICIAL

Ir-

Baling Hay n December.

Respectfully,
(Signed) R. E. CABELL,
Commissioner.

Auction Sale.

rlsbad, N. M., Dec. 11. The live
of the day In Carlsbad is the lo-a of the New State Normal
jl. The people ol the town and
"..e I'arlsbad Project are unanimous
tot of having the school located
For many weeks a committee
J.t'
t.ns een at work getting the valley
'.i!. i; up in favor of Carlsbad.
G. M.
the chairman of this commit-fip- ,
:ated yesterday that the battle
as the entire valley is giving
i.i :vj-iCar
Ha
ad most cordial support.
a kat the sentiment in the valley
:h more favorable to Carlsbad
is i
'ii ia 3 had any reason to expect.
!
committee Is so well satisfied
wl' i u.e outlook that it has given the
R;iUei- of suitable site careful consid- fcHuon and have several very desirable
already selected to offer the
sjvvi!. Without question Carlsbad
- an
i 'as fine sites as any place la
f..v ft xico. The low altitude of
V,iir ib u'; and the fine winter climate
arc
advantages worth consid

1

i

i

j

,

-

i.s--

ers;;;.

pense.

MOTES

'

There will be sold at puuiic au&
tion, at the Fourth Cavalry camp near
Fort Bliss. Texas, at 10 a. m. Decem
ber 20, 1911, the following public ani
mals, which have been acted upon by
an inspector and found unfit for fur
tber government service: 102 horses,
21 mules.
Cash or certified check at
once.

Players WANTS

"The Clansman."
Next Monday evening, December
at tbe Elks' theatre, the Southern
Amusement Company will present an
elaborate revival cf Thomas Dixon's
powerful drama, "The Clansman,1
which has not been seen here for
three years.
"The Clansman," as is generally
known, is a dramatization of Mr. Dix- 13,

imme

Animals to be removed

Plays

diately after sale. Buyers to provide
halters. The government reserves
the right to reject any or all bids. R.
J. Reaney, captain and quartermas-ter4th Cavalry.
Land Entries.
The following land entries were
made at the land office last week:
Alran Loveall, Estancia.
Bentra Herrera, Lumberton.
Joseph W. Adair, Bloomfield.
William H. Edmonston, Estancia.
Emery V. Shirley, Mcintosh.
Every V. Shirley, Mcintosh.
Walter F. Reed, Albuquerque.
Walter F. Reed, Albuquerque.

Fraternal Societies

,

MASONIX
Montezuma
Lodge
is'o. 1. V F. & A. M

FOR KEN'i Furnished rooms at
Regular commuM-catioThe story is too firmlv imDre&3ed 20G Garfield Ave.
first Motidav
upon the minds of every Southerner j
of each month at
to need repetition.
The sincerity
WANTED Expert
Masonic
Hall
a
Stenographer.
with which it tells of Incidents in the Heavy work." Knowledge of Spafilsh
7.30.
South during the memorable Recon- essential. Must be expert perfect
II. II. DORMAN,
struction period
is well
known health. Good salary. The John BeckMaster
CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.
throughout the whole country. The er Co., Belen, N. M.
action of the play takes place In a j'
little town among the South Carolina
FOR SALE Text book on Paragon
Santa Fe Chapter No.
i
foot hills.
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Writers in government employ. Can
convocation second
be learned without a teacher.
Price
Monday of each moHib
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. 0. Box
at Masonic Hail a
313, City.
7:30 p. m.
(30
JOHN II. WALKER.
ROOMS FOR RENT One, three,
H. P.
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
for rent at 237 Washington avenue,
j Large,
handsome dining room, excep-- i
Santa Fe Commander)
No. 1. K. T. Regular
tionally nice and well suited for
;

'

.

'

conclave fourth

boarders.

TYPEWFUTERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and rciialrcd. Ncv
' platens furnished.
Ribbons and su;plies.
Typewriters sold, exchange'
art rented. Standard mokes band'ei
All riinir work and typewrlte.'s gnat
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter E
Tbone 231.
i"linnge.

DR. CHARLES
. WHEELON,
Elected High Priest.

H. L. Reynolds, Aztec.

j
j

James W. Ruble, Mountainair.
Charlotta Tena de Esinas, Galistea
Harry E. Ludwick, Estancia.
Felix Crespin, Sapello.

:
OFFICERS ELECTED.
Tiw territory directly tributary t
Santa Fe Chapter No. i, R. A. M.,
O1rjtf2a.il is settled with progressive
elected the following officers last evfir- aiiS
education i3 receiving
Miguel Crespin, Sapello.
cj-e iintntion.
Vincent F. Martinez. Arroyo Hondo ening for the ensuing year:
The Pecos Valley
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
Charles A. Wheelon, High Priest.
has reason to be proud of its schools
, National Guard Orders.
Tonic in action, quick in results
James A. Massie, King.
and with a Normal in its midst con- . First Lieutenant
Henry F. Chris
Will cure any cose of kidney or bladCharles W. Fairfield, Scribe.
ditions will be still better.
tian, 1st Infantry, is relieved from
der disorder not beyond the reach of
Baling Hay i December.
duty with Co. "B." and assigned to
t
medicine. No need
say more. Sold
Deout
in
as
field
of
thp.
Battalion Adjutant Elrst Bat
Baling hay'
duty
all druggists.
by
Ts1
vi
)
(
i'v thine, even talion, 1st Intanlry. Lieut. Christian
SSBSBSMManC .....
in the Gnrifiii U r , vjv.cz..
But . this will report in person to Major E. J,
For the revival of "The Clansman"
year favmers ,r tUIi getting their Bujac for duty.
the
management has provided an enhay out oi th iieui U.t 3rst week In
The following promotion, subject to
new Ecenic production and n
,
tirely
Ik virr The
Me haylieldis examination, in the National Guard of
specially engaged company of capa-jbl;.'.im ever for
r, however. New Mexico, is announced, to date
which numbers forty
Mua'
players,
u
.s c l - J been gath from wday:
new
coBtnmea
j people.
Complete
'ajjc cou
Second Lieutenant William W. Dean
Eii:ii.iT, however,
have also been furnished, eo tlw
:
sl
stilt in tl'i.- u
king. Both 1st Infantry, to be 1st lieutenant vice
coming production will be marked by
tins arst xuiiivmp- f:il!
paclty and Christian, transferred.
unusual freshness and splendor.
,
t.m. imub "cv n:aja; weeks.
Lieutenant Dean is assigned to
The spectacular feature of tbe play
i.i i
t
toad.
with
Co.
duty
"B", 1st Infantry, and
is still maintained by the troop oi
The Mi
so .?;-- . iflJroad com-- i will report in person
to Captain i
cavalry horses that are ridden by tbe
;
a 4U iiiwc December 20th in Church for duty.
Ku Klux Klan on the stage and the I
Carlsbad to take final action on the By command of the Governor:
electrical effects have been
i.
original
building of the road throutrh Eddv
A. S. BROOKES,
reproduced.
The county commissioners )
county.
General.
Adjutant
Ion's ,two most famous and widely
A potent element of "The ClansThe principal members of the large
of Chaves county have decided, to
Tax Returns of Corporations.
read .books, "Tbe Clansman" and man" is the charm of the Southern cast are:
build the road through Chaves coun-- !
'"The .Leopard's Spots." The dr&ma country it so faithfully reproduces. It
Washington, Dec. 12, 1911
ty. R. M. .Thorne, the secretary is To Collectors of
'
Internal Revenue
las long since been declared one o! inculcates Southern patriotism and TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
sued the cal today. The members L
t0 the receipt of return3
the greatest in the history of tho all of its characters are true types of Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
of the commission are: W. S. Gil- of
annual net income of corporations
ctage and it still holds the record ol tbe people of this section as they Tnhlota TJrncrirtof a refund m(fflP7 if it
for the special excise tax on corpora!1
t.4i VU1C in, 11if. riTriVliVC!
the most widely discussed play were forty years ago and as they are LatlB
Tbeing
Vll.U I u u efemn.
"'O'
B. F. Peannen, Lakewood;
R. ; M. tions in
'
your offices for the calendar
been
ever
that
has
on
box.
25c.
ture
is
each
produced.
today.
,:;
Thorne, Carlsbad; W. W. Galton, year 1911, you are
requested tu use
DR. JAME3 A. MASSIE,
Otis; P. J. McShane, Loving; and J. every possible care in checking these
Hise Myers, Malaga. W. M. Atkin- returns, so that an accurate record
Elected King.
son of Roswell is chairman.
may be obtained as to the date of
Territorial Engineer at Carlsbad. their receipt in your offices.
C. D. Miller, the territorial
Arthur Seligman, Secretary.
You will also, so tar as practicable,
engt
H. B. Cartwright, Treasurer .
neer, came in last night He will go without expense to your offices, place
over the route of the Malaga, to Ros- before the public, through the press
W. H. Kennedy, Sentinel.
well road with Mr. Thorne tomorrow. and otherwise, information relative tp
The above officers, together with
Today Mr. Miller is looking after in the necessity of corporations filing the appointive officers, to be named
their returns on or before the first day later will be installed at Lie regular
rigation matters.
THOMAS DIXON'S MASTERPIECE
Water was turned Into the canals of March. Corporations which have
not received the blank forms should
of the Carlsbad projectf for a
run for winter grain and tree write Immediately to the collector for
planting. If the weather remains the same and fill out, and verify and
dry, it may be necessary to make an- file the same" without delay.
other run, before the regular irrigaEach new corporation which. - was
tion season opens March 1st.
organized during the year should inform the collector of that fact; giving
its exact corporate name, address and
nature of its business, so that it may
i
be placed upon the list and be furnished the necessary blank, forms. Corporations should be urged to file their
returns as soon after January. 1 as

i"
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Men-

J day In each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
P. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

!

ry

Santa Fe ixdge ef
Peifection No. l, Hts
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry meets on

the

third Monday of each month
7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.

at

Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS. 38

Secretary.

I

I

B. P. O. E.

!

-

.

-

r

'

welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.

-i.- -j.

k

Hg

J. D. SENA,

Eialiod Ruler

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

Ml

2S79.

I'l'l'lli

V

and Fourth Thurs
days, Fireman's

Hall. H. Foremap.
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy

.

8

ELKS' THEATRE
MONDAY DECEMBER

ranner.

8

Santa Fe Camp

M. W. A.
(fleets second Tuesday each month, so
clal meeting . tLlrA
Tuesday at Elk
Hall. VlsUngnelgb.

13514.

two-wee-

CHaS.

A. G. WHITTIEIt. Consul
A. RISING. ClerV.

Santa Fe Camp No
66?, R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday of
each
month; lode meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'
Hall.
VI si tin
neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROT.
1

.

Handicap

Coffee hurts the mental
and physical machinery
of manyin fact most persons.

'Anything that dulls the
brain, or impairs the
body, is bound to lessen
one's power for success.
A change from coffee to

POSTUM
has put thousands on the
Road to Wellvillebtter
mental vigor
strength.
It may do something
. ,
for you
-, ;
and-physica-

bors welcome.

t

Expensive

!

"There's a Reasca"

;

Pottfm, Cereal Company, LM.,'
Battle Creek, Mich.

it is. possible for them to obtftin the
data required to be shown on the re
turn of annual net income.
Attention should be catted to- the
fact that 25,000 corporations ' Jailed
the past year to file their return on
or before the 1st day of March and
had, therefore, Incurred the sp ecifkc
penalty of from one thousand to-- ten
thousand dollars, as provided in the
eighth paragraph of Section 38 of the
Act of August 5, 1909
Attention should also be called to
tne tact that all corporations organ
ized ror profit and having a capital
stock represented by shares, and all
Insurance companies, are subject to a
tax equivalent to one per cent of the
net Income over and above five thou
sand dollars for each calendar year.
Corporations so organized, whose net
income Is less than five thousand dollars during any calendar year, are,
nevertheless, required to make a Te- turn of annual net income and each re
turn must be filed with the collector
of Internal, revenue for the district In
which the principal businest
of
the corporation is located W r before March 1, W12. By "Principal
business office" is meant - tbe place
where are kept the bnf,;;,,5pd
from which, the on . . luired to,
be shown, in tbe return are obtained.
These and other point of Interest!!
.muve.io nnng the returns of an-- )l
final r nut
-Immaw h. wro Minuuw
year 1911, shooM b placed before th
twoto tt ,pnr whenever it

r;a,

--

t.j.1

Ord.

FLORENCE RISING.

-

w

Brotherhood
of
American Yeom.n
Meets
Second

I

1

;

.

Santa Fe Lodge No.
460, B. P..O..E. holds
Its regular session on
tbe second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are inviteu acd

Recorder.

From His Two
Famous Novels.

"Tfia

I

onnoril'c

?r)ATc

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

and

ihf-f-"The Clansman"
w

.

MAYOR ARTHUR 8ELIGMAN,
Elected Secretary.

1--

convocation January 8, by the Excellent Grand High Priest of New Mexi
co, S. Spitz. Santa Fe Chapter feels
proud of the fact that the highest hon
or that the Grand Chapter of New
Mexico can bestow, has come to one
of its members.

' BEST

(P ibllsher.).
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Or e at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 15, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on Octo-be- r
18, 1906 made homestead 10134
No 07888, for Sj3
section 35, township 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
r
final
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver U. S. Land Ot
flee, at Santa Fe, N. M., on tbe 26th
day ot December, 1911.
Claimant names as witness:
Euloglo Sandoval, George Lathrop,
FUIberto Martinez, Francisco Sandoval, all ot Lamy, N. M.

ON EARTH"

This Is the verdict of R. J. Howell.
Tracer. ; O.. who boueht - Fniv'
Honey and Tar Compound for hit
wife. ; "Her caSe was the wont' 1
have ever seen, and looked 1Ik
anre ease of consumption. Her lungs
were sore and she coughed almost
incessantly and her voice was hoarse
and weak. Foley's Honev ami
Compound brought relief at once and
less than three bottles effected a complete cure."? Sold by aU'dragglata.

t.
-

2

-

Carloads of Scenery - 2

Wonderful Electrical Effects
Troop of Cavalry Horses From the Government
Ranch at El Reno.

five-yea-

MANUEL OTERO.

Register.
MEN

AND

WOMEN

FOR GOVERNMENT

Seats on Sale at FISCHER'S DRUG STORE, Friday Morning Dec.

Prices - -

-

15.

WANTE

POSITIONS.

Free booklet t.lls about 360,000
protected positions In U. S. Civil SerMore than 40,000
vice.
vaca.teles
lifetime employment
every year,
Easy to get. Jut ask for examination booklet Nm Mmlco Civil ter. :
vice School,' Albuqusrque, N. M4 Bm
.

and $1.50

-

45Z
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Grocery, Bakery and Market
WHAT WE HAVE THAT'S NEW
A

Pure Maple Syrup
Nuts, Raisins, Currants, Citron.
F. Andrews

nual sale of the Woman's Aid Society tion Livestock convention,
which 4.10; western, $2.754.10; yearlings.
of the First Presbyterian church at opened here today.
$4.25 5.60; lambs,
native, $4.00
THE DAILY ROUND UP.
the home of Mrs. F. E. Nuding Thurs-3s- y
The program consisted of address C.15; western, $4.15G.10.
afternoon from three to five es of welcome and responses, routine
Kansas City Market.
o'clock.
matters of organization and technical
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 12. Cattle
Guadalupe Day The city was ablaze discussion on various phases of the
1,200
Receipts, 12,000 in eluding
Santa Fe. N. M., Dec. 12
last night with honflres, which looked livestock industry.
Hotel.
Native
southerns. Market steady.
The weather for New Mexico $t
in
their
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, the eye, ear, extremely picturesque
steers, $5.259.25; southern- steers,
is fair tonight and colder in SS
surroundings. The flres wer
nose, and throat specialist of Las
O'DAY
MANAGER
OF
$4.50G.50; southern cows and heifhenry
east portion. Wednesday fair
GuadaHotel lit in celebration of the eve of
Palace
at
will
be
the
CINCINNATI
LEAGUE
Vegas,
ers,
CLUB.
$3.004.50; native cows and heifcold.
and continued
$
church on the
Dec. 14th, 15th, and lGth. Hours, lupe day. Guadalupe
ers, $2.75 7.00; stockers and feed-- .
the
south
side
observed
day
especial
(By Special ieasea Wire to New Mexican i ers, 14.0005.75;
2 to 5 p. m.
bulls, s3.5U85.uu;
New York, Dec. 12. Henry O'Day, calves.
ly today.
Mistake in Dates In the communi$4.507.75; western steers,
Get a Salt Brick for your horse and
A Drop in Temperature The temp umpire of the National League, was
4.506.50; western cows, $3.00
cation by Judge A. L. Morrison in erature
ccw for Christmas at GOEBELS.
dropped to seven above zero1 today chosen as manager of the Cin- 5.00.
cotton rags-f- our yesterday's New Mexican, near, the Inst night after a snowfall of a little cinnati National
WANTED Clean
League Club for the
Market
Hogs Receipts, 23,000.
cents per pound. New Mexican bottom of the first column of the over half an inch, making a precipi- coming season.
to 5c lower. Bulk of sales,
it
steady
made
the
types
communication,
office.
tation of .04 of an inch during the
$5.75C20; heavy, $G.20G.25; packPiano Bargian New Upton upright read 1799, when it should have been 24 hours that ended at 6 this morn
ers and butchers, $6.106.20; lights,
1779.
.
.
Adolf
was
and
terms.
cold
clear
with
Seligman.
REPORT
Today
ing.
Special
MARKET
$5.60G.05; pigs, $4.005.00.
It's a Boy A boy was born last
i.nth(F Bunrh of sueeestions in gradually rising temperature. The pre
Sheep
Receipts 10, 000. Market
BrothSherman
of
is
to
for
diction of the Weather Bureau
Mr. and Mrs.
Seligman
the advertisement
evening
Muttons
steady.
Quotations.
Closing
decide
Mr.
$34; lambs $4.75
continued fair and cold weather. Yes
Girrett on San Francisco street.
ers Company that will help you
6; range wethers and yearlings
New York, N. Y., Dec. 2. Call
Garrett is proprietor of the Now State what you want for that Christmas gift. terday the highest temperature was
$3.255.10; range ewes $2.254.
money, 4; prime paper, 4
24 degrees and the lowest 8 degrees.
Theater.
Page three, you cannot miss It.
Cotton.
4C
Mexican
55
silver,
will
dollars,
The
Goat
Will
The
Ride
the
following
Annual Sale
opportunity
New York, N. Y., Dec. 12. Cotton
January Prices on all our coats vv.
43.60
13.05013.37
tin.
copner.
to
ride the goat tonight at the
be given to any one who desires it, are due
H. Goebel Co.
SDOt closed
fet; middling upland
O'Con-nell- ,
44;
lead, 4.304.40; amalgamated,
From This Evening until Christmas to purchase articles left from the an- Elks' hall: J. P. Kennedy, M.
8ulr. 4&; sales, 9.00 bales.
sugar. 115: Atchison. 10G
T. G. VickRoy, Thomas A. Dor-an- , 03
New York
J. W. Normant, John K. Stauffer Great Northern, 128
Let Him Know it rr you are out ot
Northern Pacific,
. .
August Reingardt, Wm. Beechem, H. Central, 10G
.1X1
puBiuuu, you must let tne employer
150
118;
Southern
Pa.
H. Dorman, H. B. Cartwright, Joseph
Reading,
mow
wact
it.
a
to the
advertisement
Union Pacific, 173
B. Hayward, Wesley Bradfield. Frank cific, 112
New Mexican will reach every busisteel, pfd., 109
Andrews, Paul R. Doran, Lee Gibson, steel, G4
ness and professional man in the
city
Lead and Spelter.
W. O. Conner, R. J. Crichton, J. A.
and county and a great many In the
C. McCONVERY,
St.
12.
Dec.
Louis, Mo.,
Lead
Rolls, E. L. Safford, Richard Gutterterritory, if yon have any special talman, H. Moore, George M. Kinsell, D. steady, $4.37
spelter dull, 6.15
ent, do not hide It under a buahel.
D. VickRoy, George Mignardot, R. N. 6.20.
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Grain and Produce.
Martinez. As one or two of the initi
Have you Hurniehecr nooms to RentT
ates are out of town it is possible
Chicago, 111., Dec. 12. Wheat DeA little campaign Want advertising
415 Palace Avenue.
that all of the class may not have the cember, 93
Phone. Black 204.
97
May
In the New Mexican will keep the In- pleasure of making the acquaintance
Corn December,
62
May, ; come from your furnished rooms from
of his "goatship" tonight. Their time 63
The classified columns are
lapsing.
will come later, however.
Oats December, 47; May, 49
j always looked up
closely and It will
Hypnotized
Bicycle The man
Pork January, 15.42
pay you well to use them
who has been hypnotized, and 'who
Lard January, 8.97
has been riding the bicycle In! Mfi
Ribs January, 8.15.
window of the Coronado Cafe, has
Wool.
92....Phone....92
the expression of one who is going
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 12. Wool steady
Rome place and wishes to get there
and western mediums 17
territory
quick. The scenery and the people 20; fine mediums
1618; fine ll15c HAYWARD'S
MARKET
around him do not seem to Interest
1
Chicago Market.
him
In
much.
that
he
has
respect
Only
Chicago, 111., Dec. 12 Cattle Re
something in common with people ceipts, G.000. Market
steady. Beeves
vho are not under the influence. He 6.909.10;
Texas steers,
$4.15
will ride eight hours, the poster says,
western steers,
10c
5.80;
$4.407.20;
15c Steak Hammers
and will be awakened tonight at the stockers and
feeders, $3.15'5.75;
15c
25c Match Boxes
Elks' theatre.
cows and heifers, $2.006.25; calves,
Sc
Contractor Laughlin Makes Gener- $5.508.25.
15c Cast Iron Padlocks
ous Offer Contractor Laughlin
has
75c
Market
Hogs Receipts, 25,000.
Dollar Razors
offered the Woman's Board of Trade, dull, weak. Light, $5.506.15; mixed
15c
Coat and Hat Hooks, per doz
a new concrete watering trough, to $5.75G.30; heavy $5.856.32
10c
25c Curling Irons
replace the old wooden trough on rough, $5.85G.05; good to choice,
25c
Washington avenue, near the Plaza. heavy, $G.05G.32
6 pair Rubber Heels, per pair
pigs, $4.00
The new trougu will not only be sub- 5.50; bulk of sales, $5.906.25.
5c
Tin Cups
stantial, but also of good appearance,
Market
Sheep Receipts, 23,000.
5c
Heavy W ater Glasses
and the board gratefully accepted steady to shade up. Native, $2.65 j
92.. .Phone ..92
the generous offer.
During our sale the above items will sell at these low
NATIONAL LIVE STOCK
prices. REMEMBER, TWO DAYS ONLY. Come early, the
CONVENTION AT DENVER,
choice goods go first.
Resolution Endorsing Aldrich Plan of
Tuesday and Wednesday, December 12 and 13 Only.
Currency Reform Will Be Sub- mined to Association.
AT THE
the jewelry store of H. C. Yontz will
keep open evenings.
The
Elks Will Initiate Twenty-Si- x
Elks will tonight initiate a class of
After the initiation a
twenty-six- .
banquet will be spread at the Palace

snow-covere- d

Carload of Canned Fruits and
Vegetables

Phone No. 4.

TUESDAY. DECEMBER 12, 1911.

Phone No. 4.

4
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WE RECOMMEND

TO YOU THE

amm

JAMES

tUUl
The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under ail conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
W
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

0Lk SPITiLj 1 He JEWELER
NOTE Perfect service in our watch

is our hobby.

repair-departme-

d

RIDICULOUS REDUCTIONS)

" It's the Watch for You."

0

.

A.

nt

Try it.

For Tuesday and Wedtiesday

1--

DAVID LOWITZK1,

IllI

JUST RECEIVED

.

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
New and

Second-Han-

PHONE 56 BLACK.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

i

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

SANTA FE, N. M.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

HAVE a beau
ul assortment of
Hosiery for Men who
like to dress their feet
well. New and exclu
si ve patterns in smart
effects, swell enough to
please any good dresser.
Come and see our swell

WE

footery.
MEDIUM GRADE HOSIERY

--
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STORE
MEN'S HOSIERY

J

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., Dec. 12. A resolution endorsing the Aldrich plan of
currency reform as outlined by the
National Monetary commission, will
Na- b
submitted the American

&
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of course, durable and satisfactory in every
way. For cold feet we have wool, camel's

hair, silk and cashmereall grades.

15cts. to "$ 11.50 3MS

CLARENDON GARDENS
Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

THE BIG S TORE
Christmas Neckwear.

I

F THFRE IS A MAN ON EARTH who could
not use, and who would not be glad to receive a new TIE for a Christmas Gift,
where is he ? We would like to see him.

IT'S ELEGANT

SXS3A AONVd
pub oo

FLOWERS

918 3HI

it's elegant ? That is the only word
that covers the state and the only way we can
Yes,

our Christmas Neckwear Display .
Every smart, swagger shape, every new pattern in silk, every new kink is here.

describe

Four-in-han-ds,

Ascots, Bows, Fecks, Puffs, Straight
Ties, Imperials, etc. All are herein new designs.

OUR NECKWEAR DISPLAY

alone is well worth coming to see.
Whatever is " IT" in Neckwear, we've
got. Regardless of whatever else, you
may buy him, you can't miss it, if you
buy him a Christmas Tie.

Gall and Look Them Over.

